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Executive Summary

In 2017, GM North America (NA) Public Policy (PP) achieved important successes that directly affect
GM’s bottom line and reputation. Additionally, the team laid the groundwork for pivotal public
policy issues anticipated in 2018.
NA PP’s portfolio encompasses a broad set of issues that include global regulatory affairs, federal
affairs, sustainability, state and local affairs and grassroots advocacy. These teams are constantly
working together to reach GM’s legislative and regulatory goals, while exhibiting high
performance and integrity in everything they do.
NA PP’s goals cannot be met without the support and assistance of our internal clients who
operate in every business unit throughout the company – from manufacturing to tax. In 2017, NA
PP proactively strengthened these relationships; the result of these efforts are evident throughout
the entirety of this report.
2017 was ushered in with the inauguration of President Donald J. Trump and the start of the 115th Congress – marking
the first time Republicans have controlled both Congress and the executive branch of the government since 2007. The
GM Public Policy (PP) U.S. Federal Affairs team, led by Tori Barnes and Andy York, achieved substantial progress on
important legislative and regulatory issues. The team successfully established the company as a thought leader in
priority areas including autonomous vehicle (AV) technology, safety, tax, financial literacy (along with GM Financial),
corporate diversity and trade amongst priority stakeholders on Capitol Hill and in the Administration.
GM NA PP established the Transportation as a Service (TaaS) team in 2017, led by Paul Hemmersbaugh. TaaS is actively
engaged in advancing policy that supports deployment of highly automated vehicles (HAVs) on public roads. The
team worked vigorously this year to help promote federal and state legislation in states targeted for possible early
deployments by Cruise Automation.
The U.S. State and Local Government Affairs team led by Bryan
Roosa fueled future GM innovation by advocating for AV legislation
in state legislatures around the country. This effort resulted in the
passage of broad legislation or executive orders in seven states.
Additionally, Roosa’s team focused on addressing dealer franchise
legislation in over 27 states – with successful outcomes in 23 states.
The team also secured over $28.9M in local incentives for GM’s
facilities.
The Canada Public Policy team led by David Paterson worked in step
with both the U.S. Federal Affairs team and the Mexico PP team on
all NAFTA renegotiation matters in 2017. The team has also worked
to educate stakeholders on GM Canada’s leadership in the
transformation of the auto sector with new innovative technologies.
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Executive Summary
Additional priorities for the year included providing strategic support for the UNIFOR strike and eventual settlement
at CAMI Assembly, proposed changes to Ontario’s Employment Standards Act and Labour Relations Act which could
negatively impact GM manufacturing in the province and changes to various provincial Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV)
programs as part of the larger federal “Pan Canadian Plan” to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
The GM de Mexico Public Policy team led by Gustavo Gastelum tackled numerous issues in 2017, including successful
negotiations with the Economic Ministry of Mexico to establish export quotas to Argentina and Brazil. GM received
the highest quotas in the industry because of these efforts. The team also worked on finalizing long term federal
inspection and maintenance regulations, compliance of federal fuel economy standards and NAFTA renegotiations.

The Grassroots team grew
their advocate base from
16,897 to 21,021 (24.5%) in
2017, planned and executed
6 PP-hosted GM Retiree
events across the country and
attended 2 GM Retiree Open

In 2017, the Regulatory Affairs team, led by Bob
Babik, focused on mitigating implementation risks to GM's
business plan and minimizing unnecessary and redundant
requirements while maintaining the goals the regulations
seek to achieve. Their works covers all aspects of GM's
business and the team works across the enterprise as well
as with external stakeholders to achieve these goals. The
Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) Mid-Term
Evaluation (MTE) process was a key priority for both the
Federal and Regulatory teams in 2017. Other important
issues addressed include: electric vehicle incentives,
regulatory compliance, E-Call regulations and relationship
building with key regulators (e.g. the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) and the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)).

The Outreach team, led by Richard McDonnell, had a
transformative year. The Grassroots team grew their
advocate base from 16,897 to 21,021 (24.5%) in 2017,
1,100 retirees.
planned and executed 6 PP-hosted GM Retiree events
across the country and attended 2 GM Retiree Open
Houses to engage with over 1,100 retirees. Additionally, the
Grassroots team executed 12 issue activations resulting in
650 advocates sending letters and tweets to their legislators on bills or issues impacting GM. Grassroots activations
supported GM’s state and federal lobbying activities, resulting in the passage of AV legislation in Georgia,
Tennessee and Texas. The team also sent out 23 hill blasts - communications that inform congressional offices
on GM’s good news - to over 13,000 recipients. The team facilitated over 192 GM facility visits by elected officials
and government employees across the globe. 2017 also included an overhaul of the current grassroots program
shifting it from a reactive to a proactive grassroots program. This effort included the design and production of a
new, mobile-friendly website and action center that will launch in early 2018. For more on GM’s grassroots
program visit www.gmcar.gm.com.

Houses to engage with over
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Outlook for 2018
GM NA PP anticipates 2018 will be another busy year for both legislators and regulators in
Washington and across the country.
In the federal space, passing broad AV legislation, CAFE Harmonization, infrastructure legislation
and trade will remain top priorities for GM PP. Additionally, the team will be fully engaged in the
CAFE Mid-Term Evaluation (MTE) process as it matures through the formal process into regulatory
rulemaking.
The TaaS team will continue to lead in the development and passage of AV legislation efforts with
the close coordination of the State and Federal teams and with Cruise Automation.
The State Team anticipates a bevy of dealer franchise legislation in various state legislatures and
will also be focused on AV legislation and encouraging state governments to invest in incentivizing
EVs and EV infrastructure.
The Canada and Mexico teams will continue to work closely with the U.S. Federal team on all
NAFTA renegotiation matters. Canada will also be focused on ZEV mandate programs.
The Regulatory team will remain focused on developing CAFE MTE strategies in 2018.
Other top priorities for the team in 2018 include global regulatory development, electric vehicle
(EV) incentives, emergency call (E-Call) regulations, and alternative fuel development.
The Outreach team is excited to launch the GM Engage grassroots program in late January 2018.
Through the launch the team will continue to grow their advocate base, provide issue resources
for advocates and train and empower them to communicate GM’s positions. The team will also
support all GMNA functions with Hill blasts, grassroots activations, GM asset data management
and plant visit coordination.
We are proud to share our impressive results from 2017 in this report, and look forward to our
future successes in 2018.
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Issue Scorecard
Key
Successful Outcome

Issue is Ongoing

Defeat/Unsuccessful Outcome

U.S. FEDERAL AFFAIRS
AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES (AV) AND URBAN MOBILITY

01 | Autonomous Vehicles (AVs)
Overview
At the Federal level, PP and TaaS led efforts in the U.S. House of
Representatives and U.S. Senate to pass legislation to enable the
further testing and deployment of highly automated vehicles
(HAVs). The SELF DRIVE Act passed the House unanimously in
September, while the AV START Act passed the Senate Commerce
Committee by voice vote and awaits consideration by the
full Senate. In addition, PP and TAAS worked with the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) to free up additional
spectrum for the use of Short-Range Radar (SRR) on HAVs.

Impact
At the Federal level, GM’s legislative and regulatory efforts are
essential to obtain authority to allow the deployment of GM/
Cruise HAV’s.

02 | Cybersecurity
Overview
GM PP is partnering with the Product Cybersecurity
organization to lead in the cybersecurity policy space and drive
overall industry maturity. PP worked to include cybersecurity
requirements consistent with current GM business practices
into autonomous vehicle legislation moving through Congress.
PP has worked to prevent additional cybersecurity legislation
or regulatory activity that could adversely impact customer
safety or business plans for increased connectivity in vehicles.

Impact
GM is widely established as a thought leader on vehicle
cybersecurity and is sought out by policy makers and regulators
as a resource.

03 | Data Privacy
Overview
Vehicle data privacy is receiving increased attention as new
connected vehicle features and services are offered in the
marketplace. Additionally, vehicle data is increasingly viewed
both internally and externally as a valuable resource. GM is
actively monitoring legislative and regulatory activity at the
state and federal level aimed toward data privacy practices
and external access to vehicle data. In addition, GM PP has
worked with authors of recently introduced autonomous
vehicle legislation to include privacy requirements consistent
with GM’s current business practices.
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Impact
GM opposes any unnecessary legislative or regulatory regime
that could impede innovation or impact GM’s existing or future
business plans.
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04 | 5.9 GHz Spectrum
Overview
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) previously
allotted the 5.9GHz spectrum band for use by dedicated
short range communications (DSRC) – which includes
Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I)
communications. However, the providers of technology that
support wireless fidelity (WiFi) have been putting increasing
pressure on the FCC to open the 5.9 GHz band for their use.
NHTSA issued an NPRM proposing a mandate for all new
vehicles to incorporate DSRC based V2V. However, the new
Administration has lowered the priority of the NPRM and may
decide not to require a mandate.

Impact
GM PP has worked with the Safety organization to reassess the
impact of delayed action or no action by NHTSA on the NPRM
which contains a mandate.

ENERGY

01 | Octane/RFS Reform
Overview
GM, along with several OEM's, see the value in increasing
octane in the U.S. fuel supply. The effort requires a
coordinated approach to keeping consumer value at the
forefront. GM has led many of the discussions centered on
the benefits of higher octane in the U.S. market and will
continue to do so in 2018.

Impact
CO2 and GHG reduction. The goal is a comprehensive proposal
in 2018.

FINANCIAL SERVICES

01 | Annual Privacy Notice Requirements
Overview
GM PP led the introduction (and passage) of legislation in
the House (H.R. 2396, the “Privacy Notification Technical
Clarification Act,”) which would allow financial institutions
that have not changed their disclosure policies to forgo
mailing annual privacy notifications until and unless said
policies change. (Senate legislation forthcoming following
House passage)

Impact
Cost estimates of the requirement are $65 – $70K per year; this
amount will increase as the GM Financial portfolio continues
to grow.

02 | Arbitration
Overview
GM PP identified the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s
(CFPB) arbitration rule, which restricts providers of consumer
financial products and services
from utilizing arbitration agreements in contracts, as
ripe for overturning via the Congressional Review Act.
GM PP successfully engaged allied trade associations and
Congressional offices to advocate against the rule and
is pleased to report that the rule has been successfully
overturned by Congress and the CFPB is now prohibited from
issuing any substantially similar rule in the future.
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Impact
The rule unnecessarily constrained and limited financial
institutions, such as GM Financial, from settling disputes in a cost
effective and prudent manner.
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03 | Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) Oversight & Fair Lending
Overview
GM PP reengaged the ad hoc “Captives Coalition,” focused on
raising awareness to matters with a direct and unique impact
on captive finance companies. GM PP has worked closely
with other captives and our respective trade associations to
advance discussions on the need for CFPB reform. The CFPB
has admitted that it is no longer interested in advancing
settlements with indirect auto companies, like GMF.

Impact
CFPB’s efforts to undermine dealer participation, via regulation
by enforcement, would lead to a decline in indirect auto
financing – negatively impacting GM Financial.

04 | Financial Literacy
Overview
GM PP led the DC strategy to raise GM Financial’s profile
following the launch and national expansion of its new
financial literacy program, “Keys by GM Financial.” The
program also provides GM Financial with an opportunity
to engage Congressional stakeholders and provide key
constituent services across the country.

Impact
Financial literacy falls under GM Financial’s newly created
Customer Experience Division, which is designed to help bolster
customer loyalty and improve brand recognition.

05 | Cyber Security/Data Breach/Information Security
Overview
GM PP is working internally with GM Financial and OnStar to
refresh company-wide policy positions on national data breach
legislation and other policy proposals that have emerged in
the wake of the Equifax data breach. GM Financial has hired a
Chief Information Security Officer.

Impact
GM Financial must currently comply with the Gramm-LeachBliley Act (GLBA) in addition to each state’s data breach laws,
which are complicated and burdensome. A national standard
with federal preemption would help simplify compliance.

06 | Telephone Consumer Protection Act (TCPA)
Overview
GM PP executed several meetings with GM Financial
executives to engage the Federal Communication Commission
(FCC) and Members of Congress regarding the need to
modernize the TCPA to protect legitimate business interests.

Impact
The TCPA is a major source of abusive class action lawsuits.
Substantial penalties for each unauthorized call have led lawyers
to regularly file claims for hundreds of millions
of dollars. This carries a potential risk for GM Financial.

FUEL ECONOMY, HARMONIZATION & GHG

01 | Fuel Economy Harmonization/Mid-Term Evaluation
Overview
GM PP advanced legislative and regulatory efforts to better
harmonize the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
and NHTSA fuel economy programs. Bipartisan bills were
introduced in both the House and Senate and the legislative
efforts will impact the Administration’s work on the
Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) Mid-Term Evaluation.
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Impact
PP’s goals are to better align the federal fuel economy program
to minimize risk of fines due to lack of harmonization and to
work with all stakeholders to determine what changes may be
needed to address market realities and new technology
advancements in the 2022-2025 time frame.
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PATENTS

01 | Promoting Automotive Repair, Trade and Sales (PARTS) Act
Overview
The PARTS Act (H.R. 1879 / S. 812) amends U.S. design patent
law to reduce, from 14 years to 30 months, the window on
patent infringements on design patents for external collision
repair parts. GM PP galvanized industry opposition and led the
coalition opposing the bills. In addition, PP met individually
with House and Senate Judiciary Committee counsels and
personal offices to voice objection to the bill. The bills are not
expected to pass, but will likely be reintroduced in 2018.

Impact
If passed, the bill would be costly and expose critical GM design
patents to aftermarket and other competitors.

SAFETY

01 | Helping Overcome Trauma for Children Alone in Rear Seats (HOT CARS) Act
Overview
The HOT CARS Act (H.R. 6041/S. 1666) would require that all
new passenger motor vehicles be equipped with technology
to provide an alert that a child or unattended passenger
remains in a rear seating position after the vehicle motor
is deactivated. GM PP worked with Rep. Tim Ryan (D-OH) to
secure language consistent with GM’s current product plans.
H.R. 2801 was included as part of the SELF DRIVE Act (the
House of Representatives autonomous vehicle legislation)
that unanimously passed the House Energy and Commerce
Committee and the full House of Representatives. S. 1666 was
included as part of the AV START Act (the Senate’s autonomous
vehicle legislation) that passed the Senate Commerce
Committee by voice vote and is expected to be brought to the
Senate floor sometime this year.

Impact
If signed into law, GM vehicles would comply and would further
position the company as a safety leader.

02 | Takata Corporation Airbag Recall
Overview
GM PP is actively engaged with NHTSA and Congress on the
Takata airbag recall. PP is working closely with our internal
partners in legal, safety and communications to ensure
alignment on this issue.

Impact
Coordinating our position internally and with NHTSA and
Congress helps create what we hope will be a fair and impartial
environment for our pending petitions for inconsequentiality to
be heard.
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TAX

01 | Tax Reform
Overview
Congress is scheduled to pass the most significant tax
legislation in over three decades in the coming days. The
“Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2018” lowers the corporate tax
rate from 35% to 21%, eliminates the corporate Alternative
Minimum Tax (AMT), and modernizes the U.S. corporate tax
code to make it more competitive with the rest of the world.

The legislation turned out to be a net positive for GM. Ending the
BAT concept saves GM billions of dollars. Moving to a 21%
Corporate rate and preservation of important carry forwards such
as Foreign Tax Credits (FTCs) and overall domestic loss (ODL)
provisions in addition to maintaining the R&D Tax Credit are
positive to the bottom line.

02 | Electric Vehicle Tax Credit
Impact
The consumer credit is capped at 200,000 per manufacturer
sales. The credit then phases out over a year. While there is no
direct dollar impact on GM, it could lessen the desire for
consumer to purchase an electric vehicle. Future modifications
may be needed to address the incentives into the future.

Overview
Tax legislation passed by the House of Representatives
eliminated the Electric Vehicle Tax Credit, while the Senate
legislation left it untouched. GM PP successfully advocated
for the Senate position to ensure that the final legislation
maintained the electric vehicle tax credit.

TRADE

01 | NAFTA Renegotiation
Overview
President Trump campaigned on a “Make America Great Again”
slogan and argued that trade agreements – such as NAFTA – have
taken U.S. jobs and moved them overseas and across borders.
Furthermore, the President is focused on trade deficits – especially
the trade deficit between the U.S. and Mexico. Additionally, there is
broad concern that China is taking over the world.

Impact
NAFTA is critical to GM, the auto industry and our very integrated
supply chain. A withdrawal from NAFTA or RoO that are too
high could cost $2.3B (annually under a withdrawal situation) or
$2.5B+ (if production is moved) to the company if not moderated
from the USTR initial proposal.

In an effort to try to tackle the trade deficit issue, stop Chinese
parts from getting into the U.S. and to urge automakers to move
production from Mexico to the U.S., the Administration is focused on
increasing the already stringent Automotive Rules of Origin (RoO) in
NAFTA as they “modernize” the agreement with Mexico and Canada.

U.S. STATE & LOCAL GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS
01 | Autonomous Vehicle (AV) Legislation
Overview
In 2017, GM proactively advocated for legislative and regulatory
opportunities at the local, state (and federal) levels to ensure
appropriate regulatory environment for ridesharing, car sharing
and related activities. In 2017, 33 states considered legislation
regarding AVs, and multiple states enacted some form of AVrelated legislation or executive orders. The efforts will be ongoing
during the 2018 legislative sessions.

Impact
Provides GM an opportunity to further shape AV legislation
which would ensure the safe and swift deployment of AV in
markets of interest to the company.

Broad Legislation and/or
Executive Actions Enacted

Colorado, Georgia, Nevada, North Carolina, Tennessee, Texas and Washington State

Legislation and/or regulatory
rules in progress

Arizona, California (Various Cities), Illinois (Chicago), Massachusetts, Washington State (Seattle)
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02 | Dealer Franchise Legislation
Overview
Each year, state dealer trade associations seek to enact or
modify state auto dealer franchise laws to dealers’ benefit
with the intention of limiting manufacturers’ authority to
implement certain policies and practices for dealer sales and
service agreements. In 2017, twenty-seven states introduced
forty-seven bills on issues such as recall compensation,
retail warranty reimbursement and cost recovery, facility
improvement programs, dealer performance metrics and
manufacturer direct sales.

Impact
Typical issues have the potential to increase GM’s operating cost
and add complexity to managing our dealer network.

These efforts will be ongoing during the 2018 legislative
sessions.

Positive Outcomes

Positive outcomes in twenty-three states and mitigated particularly problematic legislation in Alaska,
Colorado, Maine, Minnesota, New York, North Carolina and Rhode Island.

Problematic

Efforts were unsuccessful in Florida, Maryland and Montana

03 | GM Facilities and Operations Incentives
Overview
In 2017, GM PP and the Tax and Economic Development Staff
secured $28.9M in tax abatements, tax credits and other
incentives and direct savings for U.S. manufacturing projects
and investments.

Impact
• San Francisco, CA
• Brownstown, MI
• Pontiac, MI
• Arlington, TX

04 | Promoting GM Products
Overview
In 2017, numerous states introduced legislation that could have negatively impacted GM’s business, customers and products. Legislative topics included:

Telematics Legislation

Bill affecting OnStar, vehicle telematics and access to vehicle data is still pending in California.

Aftermarket Parts

Aftermarket crash part legislation mitigated in Arkansas. Issue is currently pending in Michigan.

“Buy American”

Continuing to oppose legislation in Illinois and New York restricting the sales of vehicles built outside
of the U.S.

Lemon Laws/Mag Moss

Lemon Law claims represent a significant expense to GM. Each year a small number of states attempt
to make minor revisions to sections of their existing state Lemon Laws. In 2017 there was a surge in
Lemon Law activity by states attempting to make serious changes in their laws. Six states attempted to
broaden the interpretation and scope of their state law by incorporating modified versions of the current
Federal Magnuson Moss Warranty Act. GM PP saw positive outcomes in six states (including Illinois and
Montana), and one state’s action is still unresolved.

Electric Vehicle Rebates

Legislation to support consumer incentives and infrastructure development that encourage the
adoption of advanced technology vehicles. Successful outcomes were seen in five states.
• New York - $70M program; Chevy Bolt eligible for top $2,000 rebate, Volt will receive $1,700
• Maryland – extended their EV rebate program; Chevy Bolt eligible for $3,000 rebate
• Texas – Light Duty Motor Vehicle Program; rebates for Natural Gas vehicles ($5,000) and EVs ($2,500)
• Louisiana – retained tax credit
• California – $140M in CVRP funding and HOV access secured
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GM CANADA PUBLIC POLICY
01 | The addition of decaBDE exemptions to the Stockholm Convention
Overview
The exemption means that legacy spare parts containing
decaBDE (flame retardant) are permitted until 2036. This
exemption can be used by any country that is a signatory to
the Convention and provides opportunities for GM (and other
automakers) to ensure the ongoing cost effective servicing of
vehicles globally.

Impact
Avoids costly part redesign for components no longer in
production, and sets a precedent for exemptions for chemicals in
legacy automotive spare parts.

02 | St. Catharines Propulsion Plant Renewable Energy (Cogeneration) Project
Overview
Landfill bio-gas (renewable) cogeneration project to generate
6.4MW of peak electricity and using the excess heat to reduce
natural gas consumption.

Impact
Secured $12.5M in electricity conservation and greenhouse
gas (GHG) reduction incentives to reduce GM’s net capital
investment. When commissioned in early 2019 the project will
reduce the plant’s GHG by 77%.

03 | CAMI Assembly Strike Settlement
Overview
Once permitted to engage, the GM Canada team managed
media and government relations toward quick resolution
of the strike following notice to the union that GM would
consider options to move production

Impact
The full impact of the strike is still unknown, but will total in
millions of dollars lost to the company.

04 | Canada Federal and Provincial AV Regulations
Overview
Canada needs to align its regulations and approaches to
AV adoption. The federal department of Transportation is
developing a regulatory approach that is expected to align
with NHTSA. Ontario is the only province that currently allows
testing of AVs.

Impact
The GM team worked closely with Transport Canada in the
passage of Bill S-2 with appropriate amendments to give the
minister powers of exemption. The team has also led efforts to
encourage Ontario to update its AV testing regulation to allow
for deployment without a driver.

05 | TPP11
Overview
In November, TPP 11 negotiations which include Canada and
Japan started to accelerate toward a final agreement that
would be benefit Canada’s auto sector. Without the US in
TPP11, Canada is giving up its 6.1% tariff with little practical
access past Japan and other country non-tariff barriers. GM
joined other auto interests in Canada in getting Canada’s
Prime Minister to step back from any final agreement and
press for further automotive terms.

Impact
Canada’s negotiators have since achieved almost all the NTB /
market access terms of the original TPP but would still reduce its
tariffs to zero over six years.

06 | Ontario’s Employment Standards Act and Labour Relations Act
Overview
This legislation proposes significant changes to employment
standards including changes to minimum wage, scheduling,
vacation, paid days off and various leaves.
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Impact
GM Canada team led the OEM lobbying effort to secure unique
to automotive sector regulatory exemptions so current plant
scheduling and days of paid leave provisions and costs would
not be negatively affected. We have now secured these key
regulatory exemptions which we expect to have confirmed the
week of November 20.
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07 | Provincial ZEV Programs and Federal “Pan Canadian ZEV Strategy”
Overview
As part of the federal “Pan Canadian Plan” to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, the Canadian Government recently
established a ZEV Advisory Group comprised of policymakers,
OEMs, and environmental organizations to develop policy
proposals to support increased use of ZEVs. Initial options
under consideration range from a national ZEV mandate
to more voluntary approaches based on consumer and
infrastructure support.

Impact
The GM team successfully lobbied Quebec for needed changes to
its ZEV regulation that will provide GM flexibility to enable our
full compliance, minimizing the risk of penalties. Our lobbying
also aided in Canada deciding to not adopt the CA regulatory ZEV
approach and instead focus on a market facing approach to
increase public acceptance and use of EVs. In Ontario we also
secured accelerated dealer payments for consumer ZEV purchase
rebates. We expect the Pan Canada plan announcement early in
2018 and must continue lobbying across Canada’s provinces

In British Columbia, the NDP and Green Party coalition has
increased the risk of a ZEV mandate in the province, and in
Quebec, the upcoming ZEV mandate is expected to mirror
California’s 2018-2025 requirements.
Finally, in Ontario, the government and automotive industry
have partnered together to establish an Electric and Hydrogen
Vehicle Advancement Partnership Program, which will work
with multiple stakeholders to increase public acceptance and
use of EVs.
GM PP, both directly and through our trade and dealer
associations, continues to lobby for policies that are marketfacing, support increased consumer demand, and have
appropriate flexibilities.

GM DE MEXICO PUBLIC POLICY
01 | Mexico: Inspection and Maintenance
Overview
Inspection and Maintenance NOM started review at the
beginning of the year. GM Mexico (PP, Engineering and Legal
teams) was able to influence our requirements and obtain a 2
year exemption for new cars.

Impact
Achieved final NOM expected to be in place for 5 years. 2 year
exemption for new vehicles.

02 | Mexico: 2016 MY CAFE Compliance
Overview
GM Mexico (Engineering team) provided final compliance
status on current NOM 163 (2012MY-2016MY) to Mexico
Government.

Impact
Positive Impact for GM Mexico.
Compliant based on current requirements.

GM Mexico overachieved compliance on current rule with
an overall positive balance of 4.9MgCO2
• Positive performance during 2012-2015MY
• Negative performance during 2016MY
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03 | Mexico: Export Quotas to Argentina and Brazil
Overview
GM Mexico (PP) worked with Economy Ministry in Mexico and
was assigned with export quotas to Argentina and Brazil. In
both cases, the ministry awarded GM the highest quotas in the
industry: Period covering this quota: MY19’17 to MY18’18. PP
worked very closely with Customs and Ministry of Economy.

Impact
Quotas are aligned to GM’s requirements. Brazil $344M or 30% of
the industry and Argentina $170M or 28%.

04 | Mexico: Fuel Economy
Overview
GM Mexico compliance thru 2025Y.
MLS was re-assessed based on SEMARNAT’s (Environmental
Agency) NOM proposal submitted on March 28.

Impact
Advocacy and execution plan in place.

REGULATORY AFFAIRS
AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES (AV) AND URBAN MOBILITY

01 | Maven Launches
Overview
Maven Bolt EV launches beginning in LA in February 2017, now
in San Francisco, San Diego, Boston, Baltimore, and DC.
Maven City launches in Baltimore in April 2017 and New York
City in May 2017; expanding capabilities in existing 2016
launch cities.

Impact
Successfully launching and growing Bolt EV Maven Gig Fleet.
Finalizing Transportation System Zero Emissions Vehicle
(ZEV) Application for shared-use EV deployments. Estimated
value: ~$2-$3M.
Team executed EV charging RFI and issuing $10-$15M RFP
to further support Maven EV efforts. In parallel, redefining
regulatory and stakeholder dialog around business case and role
for public DC Fast Charging (DCFC).
PP successfully engaged agencies re: Maven City, including
receiving San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (MTA)
determination of a Verified Sharing Operator which provides
broader team opportunities with the city.
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02 | Mobility / City Engagement
Overview
PP, Maven and Corporate Strategy have established a working
group to determine GM strategy to work with cities on current
and future mobility projects. Key meetings took place in
Detroit, Los Angeles, Boston and Seattle.

Impact
Through city engagement, GM helped define new paradigms
of working with cities—Los Angeles Request for Qualification
is a direct results of GM engagement; GM signed up to be the
exclusive automaker to define Detroit mobility pilots.

PP worked to establish new policy and stakeholder contacts
through organizations such as National Association of City
Transportation Officials (NACTO), Smart Cities Lab and Vulcan.

Internal organization allows for cross-company pollination on
new and future products and services to meet Zero Zero Zero
goals.

03 | DOE 1639
Overview
PP led Maven’s coordination with stakeholders to submit
and win DOE FOA 1639 (City of Seattle is Prime). Provides
infrastructure and programmatic support for deploying Maven
Gig Bolt EVs in Denver and NYC.

Impact
Total grant valued at $1.9M; GM-related portion ~50%.

CHEMICALS AND STATIONARY ACTIVITY

01 | California – Substances of Concern
Overview
California SB258 Cleaning Products Ingredient Disclosure
Labeling Bill was signed into law on October 15, 2017, despite
our efforts to minimize onerous requirements. The law will
require a manufacturers to disclose ingredients or
contaminants of concern and health impact information on
the product label and on the manufacturer’s website.

Impact
Automotive cleaners distributed and sold by GM Customer Care
& Aftersales (CCA) in California will be impacted since the bill
specifically includes automotive cleaning products.

02 | California – Substances of Concern
Overview
California Proposition 65: As the result of PP working with
the Auto Alliance, Office of Environmental Health Hazard
Assessment (OEHHA) revised the Prop 65 warning text to add
reference to trucks and vans to be consistent with proposed
revisions to the regulation. Due to long product and manual
development cycle times, GM has produced and distributed
owner’s manuals with the warning text as it appeared in the
August 30, 2016, version of the regulations. Comments were
submitted jointly by the Alliance and Global Automakers on
September 7, 2017, that proposed a solution.

Impact
OEHHA memorialized that the 2016 Taylored Warning for
"Passenger Vehicles" includes Pick Up Trucks. Consequently the
language in the 2018 Owner's Manuals does not need to be
changed, nor a different warning for Pick Up Trucks need to be
followed. Autos are no longer faced with the prospect of
disposing of thousands of printed manuals.

03 | California – Substances of Concern
Overview
Legislature has directed California EPA to evaluate adding lead
acid batteries to the priority product work plan which could
lead to California banning the use of lead acid batteries.
Cal EPA Department of Toxic Substances (DTSC) specifically
requested that an OEM representative provide a
presentation on “the current role and future of lead-acid
batteries in vehicles,” and could also answer detailed,
technical questions. PP worked closely with GM Battery
Engineering
and assisted in the development of materials presented by the
Alliance at a November 2017 workshop.
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Impact
Beginning of a path that could require manufacturers (and
maybe OEMs) to conduct an extensive alternative analysis to see
if safer battery substitutes exist.
If it is determined with Cal EPA’s help, that a safer alternative
does exist, then lead batteries would be banned and the safer
technology adopted as early as 2023. Lithium-ion starter
batteries would no doubt be the main alternative that Cal EPA
would expect to be considered.
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04 | Washington – Substances of Concern
Overview
As the result of discussions with the GM brake team and
Materials Engineering, complying with exemption marks
on brake pads is going to be problematic in the state of
Washington. Exempt OESC (Original Equipment Service
Contract) brakes must be coded with a “WX” or “X” which
would identify they contain >5% copper. However, using the
standard “A” code also demonstrate that the OESC brake
contains >5% copper. SAE approached Washington DOE
who sympathized and suggested a letter be sent. It was
discovered that Toyota had received a letter from Wash DOE
stating substantial compliance using the appropriate OESC
certification procedures by marking brakes with an ‘A’ rather
than an ‘X’ or a ‘WX’. PP is working with Alliance to receive a
general letter covering all auto manufactures.

Impact
Hamonized approach to comply with exemption marks.

05 | Federal Regulations
Overview
On March 7, 2017, the Department of Commerce requested
information on the impact of Federal permitting requirements
on the construction and expansion of domestic manufacturing
facilities and the regulations that adversely impact domestic
manufacturers. States also requested similar information
(Michigan & Missouri) on burdensome State & Federal
Regulations. PP was a major contributor to the overall
comments developed through numerous trade organizations
to ensure a consistent message.

Impact
Positive movement to reduce overall regulatory burdens.

06 | Federal Regulations
Overview
On April 12, 2017, the EPA requested information on
regulations that may be appropriate for repeal, replacement,
or modification. This request was in accordance with Executive
Order 13777, Enforcing the Regulatory Reform Agenda.
PP proactively worked with trade organizations to ensure
comments were submitted.

Impact
Positive movement to reduce overall regulatory burdens.

07 | Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) Reform
Overview
As the result of the Toxic Substance Control Act (TSCA) reform
provisions enacted into law in 2016, numerous rules have been
proposed and several have become final in 2017, including:
Risk Evaluation for the “first Ten chemicals” and “fast track
five,” Inventory Reset, Prioritization Screening and Nanoscale
Materials.

Impact
PP and the Auto Alliance continue to comment and proactively
work with EPA to remove burdensome requirements from the
TSCA rules. Additionally, PP continues to work with GM CCA,
Environmental and Safety to ensure final rules are communicated
and implemented.

08 | Waters of the United States (WOTUS)
Overview
EPA and the Department of the Army published the proposed
rule (July 27, 2017) to initiate the first step in to review and
revise the definition of “waters of the United States” consistent
with the Executive Order signed on February 28, 2017. PP is
working with Federal Water Quality Coalition to support EPA’s
proposed repeal of the current WOTUS rule. Comments were
due on September 27 which will cite legal, policy and technical
reasons why the rule is flawed and should be repealed while
EPA works on a new rule.
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Impact
PP continues to work with Federal Water Quality Coalition
to monitor new rule making as EPA and the Army Corps of
Engineers consider interpreting the term “navigable waters.”
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09 | Protection of Stratospheric Ozone
Overview
On January 17, 2017, the Air Permitting Forum filed a
Petition to Reconsider the final action entitled, Protection of
Stratospheric Ozone. The Petition argues:

Impact
All arguments discussed within the petition will have direct
impact on our U.S. operations that maintain, service, repair or
dispose of air-conditioning and refrigeration equipment. As
a result of the final rule, major revisions will be required to
internal program requirements and an increase in Title V Permit
Deviations could be seen.

• Not to expand the Scope of the Refrigerant
Management Requirements by Including “Substitutes”
in the Rule Applicability Along with Class I And Class II
Refrigerants.
• Reconsider including “Motor Vehicle Air Conditioner” in
definition of Appliance
• Adding New Recordkeeping Requirements for Persons
Evacuating Refrigerant From Appliances
EPA has not yet moved forward on this issue.

ENERGY

01 | Octane
Overview
GM, along with several OEM's, see the value in increasing
octane in the U.S. fuel supply. The effort requires a
coordinated approach to keeping consumer value at the
forefront. GM has led many of the discussions centered on
the benefits of higher octane in the U.S. market and will
continue to do so in 2018.
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Impact
CO2 and GHG reduction. The goal is a comprehensive proposal
in 2018.
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02 | Off-Cycle Alternator Credits (also an OpEx Project)
Overview
An application for off-cycle credits was filed with EPA for
high efficiency alternators used on 2010-2016 vehicles. This
technology reduces the energy needed to power the vehicle
electrical systems, and thereby reduces real-world GHG
emissions.

Impact
If approved, the request would result in additional credits of
approximately 1.2M megagrams of CO2. Future use of the
technology would result in additional credits.

03 | Active Cooled Seat Credits
Overview
An application for off-cycle credits was filed with EPA for active
cooled seats used on 2010-2016 vehicles. This technology
reduces the energy needed to power the vehicle air conditioning
system and thereby reduces real-world GHG emissions. The
technology uses a thermo-electric cooling device in the seat
back coupled with a ventilation fan in the cushion of the seat.

Impact
If approved, the request would result in additional credits of
approximately megagrams of CO2. Future use of the
technology would also result in additional credits.

03 | Maximizing Use of CAFE/GHG Regulatory Flexibilities
Overview
PP fully leveraged the breadth of CAFE and GHG regulatory
flexibilities. PP continues to work with all stakeholders and
regulatory agencies to improve the process to gain credits
from off-cycle emission reductions, thereby reducing real
world GHG emissions.

Impact
Reduce real world GHG emissions.

SAFETY

01 | Crash Avoidance Metrics Partnership (CAMP)
Overview
GM PP and OnStar, along with other auto OEMs, have formed
a consortium under the Crash Avoidance Metrics Partnership
(CAMP) to develop potential national guidelines regarding how
law enforcement agencies may need to interact with
autonomous vehicles.

Impact
OnStar may benefit from the potential solutions by improving
their current Emergency Services process. GM is a leader in this
area due partly by our efforts to train first responders prior to
the launch of the Chevrolet Volt in 2010.

02 | Social Traffic Safety Issues
Overview
GM PP is partnering with Safe Kids Worldwide, the National
Safety Council (NSC), Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD),
NHTSA and the Michigan Office of Highway Safety Planning
to address social traffic safety issues. PP is also working closely
with law enforcement agencies as well as first responder
groups.
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Impact
PP supports these organizations to prevent or mitigate the
adverse consequences of these issues and to be an industry
leader in both safety and safety awareness.
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CALIFORNIA INCLUDING ZERO EMISSION VEHICLES (ZEV)/ EV
01 | California LD GHG and ZEV Standards / Credits
Overview
The California Air Resources Board (CARB) voted unanimously
to maintain the ramp up in vehicle Greenhouse Gas (GHG)
standards and Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV) mandate
requirements through 2025 with no changes to the current
regulations. GM still has concerns about technological
feasibility and market acceptance. CARB indicated a
willingness to consider industry recommendations around
implementation. GM will continue to work with CA to
address our concerns as well as consumer awareness and
infrastructure readiness.

Impact
The ZEV program will require increasing sales of electric vehicles
in California, Oregon, and eight Northeast states.

02 | California Particulate Matter
Overview
PP successfully engaged CARB to question acceleration of the
1mg/mi particulate matter (PM) standard. PP engagement
included formal and informal comments as well as a technical
expert presentation.

Impact
CARB will maintain the standard timing which begins to phase-in
with the 2025 model year.
CARB does plan to consider a tighter US06 PM standard starting
2025 and potentially other non-FTP measures, but we hope to
meet with minimal impact to the product plan.

03 | California Heavy Duty ZEV
Overview
California is calling for electrification of heavy-duty (HD)
vehicles in order to achieve both criteria emission reductions
(primarily NOx) and GHG reductions. California’s official air
quality plans count on rapidly increasing market penetration
of zero emission technologies (battery electric, fuel cell,
plug-in hybrid) in targeted HD applications. CARB is now
contemplating a HD ZEV sales mandate starting as soon as MY
2023. GM PP is pursuing efforts to promote new drive
platforms (i.e. SURUS) with CA ports and other commercial
efforts.

Impact
A heavy duty ZEV mandate would require that 2.5% of our HD
vehicle sales in California be zero emission in MY2023, increasing
from there. It is likely that the mandate would be adopted by
some if not most of the other light-duty ZEV states. GM will
continue to promote market based solutions rather an nonmarket facing mandates.

04 | California HD Environmental Performance Label
Overview
California is developing a window label regulation that will
require 1 – 10 GHG and smog ratings on heavy-duty pickups
and vans beginning in 2021 model year. PP has engaged
directly with CARB resulting in several flexibilities and starting
the requirement January 1, 2021, rather than the beginning of
2021 model year.

Impact
Flexibilities will ease implementation burden and save GM
implementation costs.

05 | EV Incentives California LCFS Utility Rebates
Overview
California’s major investor-owned utilities (PG&E, SCE,
SDG&E) launched consumer rebates for EVs of up to $500
each. Funds come from the Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS)
program. PP has advocated for several years for these
incentives.

Impact
2018 estimated GM customer benefits: ~$5M
(vehicle numbers based on 2017 state EV rebates for Bolt, dollar
amounts based on 2017 incentive levels)
PG&E: 5,802 vehicles at $500 = $2.9M
SCE: 4,348 vehicles at $450 = $1.9M
SDG&E: 1,210 vehicles at $200 = $242K
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06 | California EV Awareness Campaign - Veloz
Overview
California recently launched a new nonprofit organization –
Veloz – focused on boosting sales of plug-in vehicles through
a large-scale consumer outreach and education campaign.
Key California policymakers including the Governor and CARB
Chair believe that this sort of public outreach and education
is the key gap in current efforts to increase sales of electric
vehicles. GM is one of two OEM representatives on the Board
of Directors.

Impact
Generate good will; demonstrate commitment; shape the
campaign; low risk opportunity to positively impact sales
and leverage outside funding through a campaign with total
resources in the range of $2-$5M

07 | EV Incentives: Oregon
Overview
PP worked with local partners to create an EV incentive
program in Oregon. PP helped shape program rules to ensure
that both Volt and Bolt EV are eligible for the full rebate
amount (up to $2,500). Vehicles with MSRP >$50K are excluded.
Program timing is still uncertain due to potential litigation but
staff is publicly talking about a January 1, 2018, start date. PP
is engaging with staff at the Department of Environmental
Quality (DEQ) on program rules and implementation.

Impact
Potential consumer value: ~$3M/year.
If launched in 2018 as expected, the program will provide $2.5K
for Bolt EV and Volt. Value estimated based on expected sales and
incentive levels.

08 | EV Incentives: New York State (NYS) EV Rebate (retail and municipal fleet)
Overview
GM PP won 3 NYS grants for an EV rebate program and worked
with the New York State Energy Research and Development
Authority (NYSERDA) to expand this into a state-wide program
available to all GM (Chevrolet/Cadillac) EV customers.

Impact
The NYS rebate went live on March 21. In the first 6 months,
Chevrolet dealers have provided Bolt (347) and Volt (286)
customers with $1.18M in rebates during the sales process
(value $2.36M/yr to the consumer).
NYC has purchased 97 Bolt EVs in the municipal fleet purchase
program this year.

09 | EV Incentives: Maryland EV Tax Credit
Overview
PP testified at Maryland’s House Transportation Committee to
fund and extend the state’s expired incentive programs for EVs
and charging stations. PP also drove efforts on the Governor’s
Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Council (EVIC) that led to the
Governor’s proposal.

Impact
The new MD state EV tax credit went live on July 1. The credit
program fund was increased 30% and extended for 3 years
through 2020.

10 | Northeast EV Awareness Campaign
Overview
Automobile Alliance members have agreed to co-fund a
Northeast States ZEV Consumer Awareness Campaign led
by Northeast States for Coordinated Air Use Management
(NESCAUM) and also co-funded by the NE state governments.
GM PP participates on the steering committee.
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Impact
The campaign is expected to launch in early 2018.
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INFRASTRUCTURE

01 | EV Infrastructure: Electrify America
Overview
PP works closely with Electrify America to influence the VW
Settlement’s ZEV investment program. PP leads a monthly
technical exchange and co-leads efforts with GM’s Global
Strategy team to pursue a potential partnership role. EA plans
a national program of 300 DC fast-chargers along highway
corridors and thousands of additional stations in 17 urban
areas. Value of cycle 1 investment in EV infrastructure is
$300M, and is planned for completion by mid-2019.

Impact
PP sees the VW Diesel “Settlement” as the most viable near-term
path to accelerate the growth of EV infrastructure in the U.S.,
thus it is of critical importance. EA investments are currently on
track.

PP also supported Electrify America’s California ZEV
Investment program through formal written comments as
well as outreach and coordination with external stakeholders
(NGOs, associations, etc.). After significant delay, CARB
unanimously approved the Cycle 1 investment proposal in July
2017.

ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL AND GOVERNANCE (ESG)

01 | ESG Governance
Overview
A more formal ESG governance structure has been put in
place that enables greater cross-functional collaboration and
integration of ESG in the organization.

Impact
Greater engagement, input and communication throughout the
enterprise cross functionally and globally.

• Board of Directors engagement and review annually
• Board of Directors’ Governance and Corporate Responsibility
Committee engagement and standing agenda update topic
• ESG update to MTB and lead independent director, Tim Solso
• SLT engagement – presentation of “the business case for
ESG” and other reviews
• ESG Executive Liaisons created to provide input and support
to ESG initiatives cross-functionally

02 | Sustainability Report
Overview
A new structure in organization of information in the
sustainability report along with approximately 25 new data
disclosures and/or policies are highlights in the progression
of GM’s non-financial reporting. GM also followed the newly
revised GRI Standards framework and was a “pioneer”
company in doing so, garnering additional attention and
credibility of our reporting efforts.
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Impact
GM’s Sustainability Report is the most referenced public
document by investors and investor ranking organizations
that evaluate and rate the company’s ESG disclosures and
performance. Additional disclosures and new policies available
through this reporting source document directly improved
ratings from key ranking organizations in particular topic areas.
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03 | ESG Ranking/Rating Performance
Overview
Increased engagement with ESG rating/ranking organizations
and enhanced disclosures in our sustainability reporting resulted
in the following rating improvements from key institutions:
• Bloomberg ratings increased significantly in all categories.
- Overall rating increased 10 points
- Environmental score improved 8.5 points
- Social score improved 24.5 points or 40%
- Governance score remained the same and leads the
industry.

Impact
Improved performance in ESG ratings/rankings from key
institutions is directly related to the desirability of GM stock
for investment as ESG performance is a key indicator of good
corporate governance and long-term performance.

• EcoVadis, a supply chain focused ESG rating company,
increased GM’s status to GOLD. GM’s assessment is used
by our fleet customers. Bayer, a GM fleet customer, wrote
to us once scoring was published indicating our significant
increased rating and level no longer required a yearly review.
• Sustainalytics significantly reduced the severity of their
rating on GM controversies involving quality and customer
satisfaction (reflects impact of recalls) specifically citing
the Quality Management System disclosures from the
sustainability report among other statistics.
• Sustainalytics scoring in individual categories increased,
some going from zero to 100. A full analysis is underway.
• CDP Water – GM made the A-List Leader rating for the first
time and among only 73 companies worldwide to receive the
highest recognition.
• Dow Jones Sustainability Index – GM made the DJSI World
Index for the first time and also the DJSI North America Index
for the third year in a row.
• GM was placed on the 100 Best Corporate Citizens list
for the first time reflecting the improved ratings and ESG
assessment of GM from IW Financial.

04 | Key Initiatives and Engagements
Overview
GM began a collaboration with its largest tire suppliers and
World Wildlife Fund in making a commitment to source only
sustainable natural rubber.
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Impact
GM Supply Chain leadership in sustainable procurement
practices recognition.
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Section I: U.S. Federal Affairs
Transportation as a Service and Highly Autonomous Vehicles (HAV)
Overview and Key Objectives
GM PP and TaaS are actively engaged with the priorities of the business to deploy highly
automated vehicles (HAVs) on public roads in the near future. PP successfully supported broad
technology neutral legislation in a number of states. These outcomes established GM as a leader in
HAV technology as well as a thought leader on the policy issues associated with HAVs. PP has also
been actively engaged in promotion of HAV bills in the US Congress which have made substantial
progress and achieved bipartisan support. GM has supported continued regulatory efforts to
enable deployment of HAVs including support of the NHTSA Guidance 2.0, the FCC’s Short Range
Radar spectrum allocation and the California Department of Motor Vehicles proposed regulations.
Finally, TaaS has engaged at the international level in support of possible testing and deployment
of HAVs outside of the US.

2017 Milestones
Legislation enabling testing and deployment of HAVs passed in Colorado, Georgia, Nevada, North
Carolina, Tennessee and Texas. Executive Order supporting testing and deployment of HAVs issued by
the Governor of the State of Washington.
SELF DRIVE Act passed the US House with broad bipartisan support. AV START Act reported by US Senate
Commerce Committee with broad bipartisan support.
FCC Short Range Radar proceeding issued a final rule. Final rule allocates additional spectrum for the use
of SRR’s, which is essential for the development of HAVs.
California DMV proposed rules enabling testing and deployment of HAVs.
NHTSA issues guidance 2.0 framework supporting testing and deployment of HAVs.
GM PP organized campaign in support of state and federal legislative and regulatory efforts and
provided key third party and media support in concert with GM Communications efforts.
GM is recognized as a key thought leader and resource by key policy makers.
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Section I: U.S. Federal Affairs
Partners
Lyft, the Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers, Global Automakers, TechNet, Intelligent Transportation Society of
America (ITSA), the Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA), the U.S. Chamber of Commerce,the National
Association of Manufacturers (NAM), SAFE (Securing America’s Future Energy), Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD),
The Coalition for Future Mobility, American Council of the Blind, Americans for Tax Reform, Reason Foundation, R Street
Institute, Competitive Enterprise Institute, Intelligent Car Coalition, among others,
In addition, PP has coordinated cross-functional engagement with GM’s internal AV, Safety, Product Cybersecurity, Legal
and Communications teams to ensure internal alignment on this issue.

2018 Outlook

Continue to work with NHTSA, Congress and
state regulatory agencies to promote an
acceptable regulatory environment.

Work in target states to pass
enabling legislation.

These outcomes
established GM
as a leader in HAV
technology as well
as a thought leader
on the policy issues
associated with HAVs.
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Cybersecurity
Overview and Key Objectives
Highly publicized hacking incidents continue to lead to policy maker interest in vehicle
cybersecurity. PP, with the Product Cybersecurity organization, is leading in this space and driving
overall industry maturity. PP has worked to prevent cybersecurity legislation or regulatory
activity that could adversely impact customer safety or business plans for increased connectivity
in vehicles. GM additionally believes that a federal data breach bill that establishes federal
preemption and acceptable notification parameters would be beneficial.

2017 Milestones
Continued outreach to government agencies including NHTSA, the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC), the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), U.S. Senate and House members, the Department of Homeland
Security, the U.S. Armed Forces, the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and Federal Bureau of Investigations
(FBI). Outreach on a global basis included interactions with regulatory officials in China, Canada, and in the
E.U.
Worked to obtain acceptable language in the SELF DRIVE Act ( H.R. 3388) and the AV START Act (S. 1885) with
regards to cybersecurity and data privacy.
Advocated GM’s cybersecurity efforts in numerous public forums that included hearings, roundtables and
industry conferences establishing GM as a policy thought leader for this issue.
Several potential harmful legislative initiatives at state and federal level failed or were stalled.
Key driver for industry cybersecurity initiatives including the continued development of the industry’s first
Information Sharing Analysis Center (ISAC) – Jeff Massimilla, GM’s Chief Product Cybersecurity Officer is the
Vice Chair) and industry cybersecurity best practices publications.
Helped develop GM’s position and strategy on data breach legislation.

Partners
Auto Information Sharing and Analysis Center (ISAC), the Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers, the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce and CTIA’s working group on cybersecurity.
GM’s Product Cybersecurity organization as well as the IT Cybersecurity organization.

2018 Outlook
PP expects continued policymaker interest in cybersecurity, and will continue to build upon established relationships at
the global, federal and state levels to position GM as the industry resource on this issue.
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Data Privacy
Overview and Key Objectives
Vehicle data privacy continues to receive increased attention as new connected vehicle features
and services are offered in the marketplace. Vehicle data is increasingly viewed both internally
and externally as a valuable resource. PP is tracking legislative and regulatory activity at the state
and federal levels aimed toward data privacy practices and external access to vehicle data. PP is
working to position GM as a data privacy thought leader widely recognized as a trusted steward
of our customers’ data. PP also supports efforts such as the voluntary approach incorporated
in the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Framework for Improving Critical
Infrastructure Cybersecurity that allows flexibility to adjust to technological advances. GM opposes
any unnecessary legislative or regulatory regime that could impede innovation or impact GM’s
existing or future business plans.
2017 Milestones
Fostered relationships with key North American policy makers, including meetings between GM Chief Privacy
Officer, Chris Murphy, and leadership of both the House and Senate. Chris Murphy also met with the chairs
of the FTC and FCC, participated in a cybersecurity panel alongside Sen. John Thune (R.), and met with the
Canadian Privacy Commissioner’s office.
Worked to obtain acceptable data privacy language in the SELF DRIVE Act (H.R. 3388) and the AV START Act
(S. 1885)
Helped prevent or defeat potentially harmful privacy bills and state telematics open data platform legislative
initiatives through lobbying support, industry initiatives and meetings with the aftermarket interests.
Developed company-wide data privacy and access policy position and strategy – advocated this position in
public forums that included: hearings, roundtables and industry conferences establishing GM as a policy
thought leader for these issues.
Supported GM’s European Union (E.U.) PP team as they established a leading voice in the development of the
European Automobile Manufacturers’ Association’s (ACEA) position on access to vehicle data.
Worked to defeat harmful legislative initiatives, including the SPY Act.

Partners
Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers, CTIA, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and the Future of Privacy Forum.

2018 Outlook
PP expect continued policymaker interest in data
practices and connected vehicles. We also expect a
significant push by third party interests seeking access
to vehicle data from both connected and autonomous
vehicles.
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PP will continue to build relationships with key
policymakers, engage with third party groups seeking
data (when beneficial) and position GM as the industry
leader for these issues.
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FCC 5.9 GHz Spectrum Proceeding and Promotion of V2X Technology
Overview and Key Objectives
The Auto Industry and GM have invested significant resources to develop V2V and V2I (collectively
V2X) communication systems that promise to significantly improve public safety. The FCC
previously allotted the 5.9GHz spectrum band for use by V2X. However, the providers of technology
that support WiFi have been putting increasing pressure on the FCC to open the 5.9 GHz band for
their use. Early in 2013, the FCC issued a notice for proposed rulemaking (NPRM), which asked for
information with regard to possible sharing in the spectrum by WiFi and V2X. GM and PP’s concern
is that congestion in the spectrum could slow the delivery of safety critical communications or
cause them to fail to be delivered entirely. The auto industry has pushed back against sharing until
credible testing establishes conclusively that sharing will not impact the use of this spectrum
for V2X communications. The FCC has been conducting testing for potential sharing solutions. In
addition, a NHTSA NPRM proposing to mandate V2X communication modules under the existing
dedicated was issued in January. However, the commitment of the current administration to
continuing the effort to adopt a mandate for the technology is in doubt. The FCC 5.9GHz sharing
proceeding could potentially change business plans related to V2X technology. PP has supported an
adoption of a business position that will limit any additional large capital expenses but will keep
GM’s options open if a mandate were ever to be adopted.
2017 Milestones
Promoted V2X technology and GM’s interest in 5.9GHz spectrum proceeding with multiple meetings with FCC
staff as well as in public forums such as roundtables and industry conferences.
Advocated before NHTSA and OMB for NPRM release contrary to efforts by competing cable (WiFi) interests.
Led continuous lobbying efforts before the White House, FCC and Congress to protect necessary spectrum for
V2X from competing interests.
GM filed comments in support of NHTSA NPRM for V2V mandate.GM sought out and successfully encouraged
emergency response organizations to support our position and file comments.
Met with FCC Commissioners, the FCC Bureau of Public Safety and Homeland Security and the FCC Bureau of
Wireless Telecommunications

Partners
The Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers, Global Automakers, ITSA and first responder organizations.
GM’s Safety and Research and Development organizations.

2018 Outlook
FCC coordinated testing of sharing solutions continues NHTSA issued the V2V NPRM supporting an industry mandate
for V2V. However, there is substantial doubt about the current Administration’s support for these regulations.
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FINANCIAL SERVICES

Annual Privacy Notice Requirements
Overview & Key Objectives
The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA) requires all financial institutions (FIs), including GM Financial
(GMF), to issue annual privacy notices to consumers. In the fall of 2014, the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau (CFPB) finalized a rule allowing FIs to electronically disclose these notices if they
met a series of conditions, including not sharing information with unaffiliated third parties. In
December of 2015, Congress enacted an exemption from the mailing requirement for FIs that do
not share information with unaffiliated third parties and have not changed their disclosure policies
since the last mailing. In July of 2016, the CFPB proposed a rule to end electronic disclosure in light
of the new exemption. Unfortunately, neither the electronic delivery method nor the exemption
extend to indirect auto lenders such as GM Financial who share with unaffiliated third parties
(i.e., dealers) subject to the consumer’s right to opt out. GM PP engaged House Financial Services
Committee Ranking Member Maxine Waters (D-CA) to write a letter to the CFPB in October of
2016, inquiring about the bureau’s authority to retain the electronic delivery method for FIs. The
CFPB provided a generic response in December of 2016 , restating their authority and existing law.
As such, GM PP determined in early 2017 that a narrow legislative fix was necessary and has
worked in the House and Senate to advance legislation. GM Financial could accrue savings of
roughly $65-$70,000 per year —which will grow as the GM Financial portfolio grows – if it had
access to some form of exemptive relief.
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2017 Milestones
PP worked closely with the American Financial Services Association (AFSA) to develop a legislative strategy
and legislative language to disseminate to Congressional stakeholders for introduction.
PP had GM Financial executives, including the CEO, participate in Congressional meetings where privacy was
a topic of discussion.
PP worked closely with Democratic and Republican House Financial Services Committee leaders to introduce
H.R. 2396, the “Privacy Notification Technical Clarification Act,” in May 2017. The bill would allow FIs that
have not changed their disclosure policies to forgo mailing annual privacy notifications until and unless said
policies change.
PP worked to advance H.R. 2396 through the full committee hearing process in July 2017 and full committee
passage in October 2017. (The bill is expected to pass the House in the near-term)

Internal Partners

External Partners

GM Financial: Stephanie Casto, Dan Bickmore

American Financial Services Association (AFSA)
Honda, Toyota, Ally and others with indirect auto lending
services

Outlook for 2018
PP will look to advance
consideration of a compromise
version of H.R. 2396 in the
Senate in late 2017/early 2018.
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PP will look to have legislation
signed into law in late 2017/
early 2018.
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Section I: Federal & Administration Affairs
Arbitration
Overview & Key Objectives
The Dodd-Frank Act gave the CFPB authority to limit or ban the use of arbitration agreements in
consumer financial contracts only if the Bureau concluded that its restrictions were “in the public
interest and for the protection of consumers.” The Bureau completed a flawed arbitration study in
2015, which served as the basis for issuing a proposed rule in May of 2016 and a final rule in July of
2017, that restricts providers of consumer financial products and services from utilizing arbitration
agreements in contracts. The rule unnecessarily constrains and limits financial institutions, such as
GM Financial, from settling disputes in a cost effective and prudent manner.
2017 Milestones
PP leveraged trade association engagement in opposition to the Arbitration Rule, which is a GM Financial
priority for repeal. Immediately following the rule’s publication in the federal register, House and Senate
Republicans issued concurrent joint resolutions of disapproval to overturn the rule via the Congressional
Review Act, which allows for a simple majority vote in the Senate.
PP oversaw the successful House passage of the resolution in July of 2017 (S.J. Res 111) and the successful
Senate passage of the resolution in October of 2017 (S.J. Res 47).

Internal Partners
Doug Johnson, Dan Bickmore

External Partners
AFSA, US Chamber, FSR

Outlook for 2018
PP is pleased to report that the arbitration rule has been successfully overturned by Congress and the CFPB is now
prohibited from issuing any substantially similar rule in the future.
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CFPB Oversight & Fair Lending
Overview & Key Objectives
The Dodd-Frank Act gave the CFPB oversight of indirect auto lenders but exempted auto dealers. In
2013, the CFPB issued Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA) guidance which attempted to regulate
the compensation paid to auto dealers and subsequently launched investigations into indirect
auto lending practices. These investigations lead to several different settlement agreements
with indirect auto lenders. As a result, the bureau has earned the reputation of regulating
by enforcement and has created uncertainty in the market. Furthermore, the CFPB based its
guidance and enforcement actions on a controversial disparate impact methodology that does
not fairly capture the marketplace. Consumer groups estimate that if the CFPB eliminated dealer
participation, or the dealer’s ability to offer discounted rates to consumers, approximately 23%
of all financing contracts would shift from indirect financing, GM Financial’s primary business,
to direct financing sources (e.g., banks, credit unions). If GM Financial were the target of a CFPB
enforcement action it could be subject to reputational damage.
2017 Milestones
CFPB Director Cordray admitted in a Financial Services Committee hearing in early 2017 that the existing law
giving the CFPB authority over auto lenders but not auto dealers was fundamentally flawed. Cordray also
admitted that the Bureau is no longer interested in advancing settlements with indirect auto companies, but
has moved onto advancing other priorities.
PP facilitated a series of Congressional meetings with key Financial Services and Banking Committee
Members and GM Financial executives, including Dan Berce, President and CEO, to discuss concerns with the
CFPB’s regulation by enforcement, among other items.
PP reengaged the ad hoc “Captives Coalition,” focused on raising awareness to matters with a direct and
unique impact on captive finance companies. In this vein, PP has worked closely with other captives and our
respective trade associations to advance discussions on the need for CFPB reform and to gauge Congressional
interest in introducing legislation to limit the CFPB’s ability to regulate by enforcement action. Over the
course of this outreach, PP learned that any legislative reforms to the CFPB that would be subject to regular
order were considered dead on arrival due to overwhelming Democratic opposition in the Senate.
PP oversaw the House successfully advance multiple legislative efforts to reform the Bureau’s structure and
function.

Internal Partners

External Partners

GM Financial: Doug Johnson, Dan Bickmore

Captives Coalition, American Financial Services Association
(AFSA), National Automobile Dealers Association (NADA),
National Association of Minority Auto Dealers (NAMAD)

GM Dealer Network

Outlook for 2018
CFPB Director Cordray’s term limit atop of the Bureau is set to end in the summer of 2018. Should he retire prior to his
term limit, the Trump Administration would be able to reshape the direction of the bureau with its own appointees.
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Financial Literacy
Overview & Key Objectives
PP is working constructively to selectively engage and enhance GM Financial’s profile with
policymakers and the CFPB. In doing so, PP is looking to position the company as a trusted resource
and elevate the company’s new financial literacy program, Keys. The program provides GM Financial
with an opportunity to engage Congressional stakeholders and provide key constituent services
across the country. Of note, the financial literacy program falls under GM Financial’s newly created
Customer Experience Division, which is designed to help bolster customer loyalty and improve
brand recognition.
2017 Milestones
PP facilitated GM Financial’s sponsorship of and participation in the Congressional Financial and Economic
Literacy Caucus’ Annual Hill Day event during Financial Literacy Month in April.
PP organized Congressional meetings with key members of the Caucus, including Caucus Co-Chairs Reps.
Stivers (R-OH) and Beatty (D-OH), and GM Financial executives to help introduce the program and GM
Financial’s commitment to financial literacy.
PP organized meetings for GM Financial’s communications and PR team while in Washington, DC, with key
trade associations’ communications and PR reps to discuss the program and ways to elevate engagement.
PP secured a speaking role for GM Financial at a CBC Institute quarterly meeting panel discussion on financial
education in Charleston, SC.
PP facilitated a tour of GM Financial’s new AOC III in Arlington for Rep. Marc Veasey (D-TX) as well as a video
shoot with the Congressman and GM Financial’s President & CEO, Dan Berce, on the importance of financial
literacy, which was utilized for social media.
PP facilitated an educational event with the Asian Pacific American Institute for Congressional Studies
(APAICS), GM Financial executives and GM’s Diversity Dealer team, hosting APAICS interns at a local, minority
owned (AAPI woman) Chevrolet dealer. Interns received a tour of the dealership, learned about GM’s Diversity
Dealer programs, received a comprehensive financial literacy training, and heard directly from the dealership
owner.
PP facilitated GM Financial’s sponsorship of and participation on Rep. Beatty’s financial literacy panel during
the CBC Foundation’s Annual Legislative Conference as well as sponsorship of her evening reception.

Internal Partners

External Partners

Bob Beatty, Tricia Francis, Terry Majors, Lane Borello,
Chrissy Heinke

CBCF, CBCI, APACIS, CHC, Financial and Economic Literacy
Caucus

Outlook for 2018
PP will continue to engage GM Financial and our dealer network to assert a leadership role in the financial literacy and
education space with both the CFPB and Congress.
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Cyber Security/Data Breach/Information Security
Overview & Key Objectives
GM Financial must comply with the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act’s (GLBA) data security and breach
requirements in addition to each state’s requirements, which is complicated and burdensome.
Development of a national standard with federal preemption would help simplify compliance.
Legislators from committees with various jurisdiction sought unsuccessfully in 2016 to advance
national legislation, which served as a basis for PP’s development of company-wide policy positions
and talking points reflecting internal analysis with GM Financial as well as OnStar and product
cybersecurity. In the wake of the Equifax data breach, Congress is reevaluating the need for a
federal data breach notification standard alongside numerous other provisions to minimize risk to
consumers associated with sensitive personal information. As such, PP is working to strategically
position GM and GM Financial as constructive thought leaders as well as ensure that our policy
positions are incorporated into any viable legislation.

2017 Milestones
GM Financial hired a Chief Information Security Officer, Ryan Bachman, in January of 2017 – a newly created
positon – to ensure compliance with existing state and federal requirements as well as help facilitate lines of
communication between GM and GMF.
PP held an introductory call with the new CISO and developed a memorandum to serve as a centralized
reference document for internal engagement, as legislative efforts progress. The document will also help
further shape company-wide positions.
PP continues to exert a leadership role within AFSA in order to leverage a broad base of support for a
comprehensive framework.

Internal Partners

External Partners

GM Financial: Ryan Bachman, Dan Bickmore
and Stephanie Casto

American Financial Services Association (AFSA)
Financial Services Roundtable

GM PP: Harry Lightsey and Jeff Stefan

Outlook for 2018
PP will advocate for a national framework in 2018 that incorporates our policy priorities.
For more on GM PP’s cybersecurity efforts, visit the Autonomous Vehicle & Emerging Technologies section of this report
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Telephone Consumer Protection Act (TCPA)
Overview and Key Objectives
The Telephone Consumer Protection Act (TCPA) was enacted in 1991 to address the specific
problem of telemarketing calls from random or sequential auto dialers, not to regulate calls placed
to specific, known customers. GM Financial supports the intent of the TCPA, but believes it needs to
be modernized to allow for legitimate and efficient communication between businesses and their
customers. In July of 2015, the Federal Communication Commission’s (FCC) Omnibus Declaratory
Ruling expanded the scope of potential liability under the TCPA, further increasing constraints on
businesses. The TCPA is also a major source of abusive class action lawsuits. Substantial penalties
of $500 to $1,500 for each unauthorized call have led lawyers to regularly file claims for hundreds
of millions of dollars. An expanded interpretation by the FCC imposes a great risk to companies
such as GM Financial who need to communicate with their customers regarding potential
late payments.

2017 Milestones
PP has executed meetings with GM Financial executives and the FCC as well as Congressional stakeholders on
the need for comprehensive TCPA reform from a captive finance perspective. Legislative and regulatory action
on TCPA reform has been delayed due to a pending ruling from the DC Circuit on ACA v. FCC, which challenges
the FCC’s problematic 2015 Omnibus Declaratory Ruling.
PP has devised draft legislation, talking points and coordinated with other allied stakeholders regarding
comprehensive reform.
PP has worked with AFSA and the US Chamber of Commerce to elevate engagement around TCPA reform.

Internal Partners

External Partners

GM Financial: Doug Johnson, Dan Bickmore,
Jenny Gravley

AFSA, Consumer Mortgage Coalition,
and the Mortgage Bankers Association
U.S. Chamber of Commerce

Outlook for 2018
PP will continue to work with AFSA to educate Congress
and the FCC on legitimate business concerns with the TCPA
as well as seek to advance legislative action, pending the
outcome of the DC Circuit ruling.
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PATENTS

PARTS Act
Overview and Key Objectives
The Promoting Automotive Repair, Trade, and Sales Act H.R. 1879 / S. 812 narrowly amends U.S.
design patent law to reduce, from 14 years to 30 months (or 2.5 years), the period of time during
which it would be an act of infringement—of a car company’s design patent on an external
collision repair part (e.g., fender, quarter panel, door)—for an alternative supplier to sell an
aftermarket version of such a part for use in repairing a consumer’s car. GM and industry lobbyists
have successfully defended the patent protections for these vehicle parts for the many years that
this legislation continues to be introduced. While the Senate bill was introduced, it received little to
no support and was never addressed in committee.

2017 Milestones
GM and industry coalition efforts greatly reduced co-sponsorship of both the House and Senate bills ensuring
that the legislation does not have support to be voted out of committee.

Internal Partners
Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers, American Automotive Policy Council, American International Automobile
Dealers, Association of Equipment Manufacturers, Association of Global Automakers, Automotive Service Association,
Intellectual Property Owners Association, Motorcycle Industry Council, National Association of Manufacturers, National
Association of Minority Automobile Dealers, National Automobile Dealers Association, Specialty Equipment Market
Association, Truck and Engine Manufacturers Association, United Auto Workers

Outlook for 2018
While we do expect it to be reintroduced each year and the PP team will continue to lobby against it and monitor it’s
movement, we do not anticipate the bill becoming a law.
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SAFETY

Helping Overcome Trauma for Children Alone in Rear Seats (HOT CARS)
Legislation / Rear Seat Reminder Technology
Overview and Key Objectives
Each year around 37 children die from heat-related deaths after being left in their parent’s or care
giver’s vehicle. In an effort to help prevent these tragic deaths from happening, GM developed our
Rear Seat Reminder technology that upon shutting the motor off provides an alert to remind the
driver to look in the back seat prior to exiting the vehicle. Safety organizations and key legislative
officials commended GM for the development of the technology. GM’s PP team worked closely with
Rep. Tim Ryan (D-OH), who represents GM’s Lordstown facility, Rep. Jan Schakowsky (D-IL), Ranking
Member of the House Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Digital Commerce and Consumer
Protection, Rep. Pete King (R-NY), and Senator Blumenthal (D-CT) on the House bill, H.R. 2801and
the Senate bill, S. 1666, known as the HOT CARS Act. Both pieces of legislation would require all
new passenger motor vehicles be equipped with technology to provide an alert that a child or
unattended passenger remains in a rear seating position after the vehicle motor is deactivated.

2017 Milestones
GM’s Rear Seat Reminder technology is included as part of the mandate in the legislation
H.R. 2801, the HOT CARS Act of 2017, was included as part of the SELF DRIVE Act (the House of
Representatives autonomous vehicle legislation) that unanimously passed the House Energy and Commerce
Committee and the full House of Representatives.
S. 1666, the HOT CARS Act of 2017, was included as part of the AV START Act (the US Senate’s autonomous
vehicle legislation) that passed the Senate Commerce Committee by voice vote and is expected to be brought
to the Senate floor sometime this year.

Partners
National Safety Council, Safe Kids, and other safety organizations
GM’s Safety Policy Team

Outlook for 2018
Once the AV START Act is passed by the Senate, conferenced with the SELF DRIVE Act and signed into law, GM will work
with NHTSA to ensure GM’s Rear Seat Reminder technology is included in the development of the rule.
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Takata Recall
Overview and Key Objectives
On May 4, 2016 the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) issued an amended
consent order requiring Takata Corporation (Takata) to file defect information reports (DIRs) for
previously unrecalled front airbag inflators on a multi-year, risk-based schedule through 2019. This
action will impact tens of millions of vehicles produced by numerous automotive manufacturers.
NHTSA concluded that the likely root cause of the rupturing of airbag inflators is a function of time,
temperature cycling and environmental moisture. On May 16, 2016, Takata issued its first DIR in
connection with the amended consent order.
While GM continues to comply with coordinated remedy order on high risk impacted vehicles, our
analysis and data presently indicate that the inflators in the GM full-size pickup trucks & SUV’s
within the scope of the Takata DIRs and the amended consent order are currently performing as
designed and will not pose an unreasonable risk to motor vehicle safety through approximately 30
years of field exposure, given the unique vehicle platform and design characteristics of the vehicles
and the differences in the airbag inflators in those vehicles.
PP continues to work with GM’s Safety Policy team on the continued efforts with NHTSA to ensure
the safe recall and repair of impacted GM vehicles. PP will continue to engage offices in order to
provide timely updates and briefings as the Takata recall process continues.
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2017 Milestones
GM has now filed two petitions for inconsequentiality with respect to GM full size trucks and SUVs subject to
Takata defect information reports. Those petitions have been consolidated by NHTSA and are currently
pending a NHTSA decision.
NHTSA will ultimately make a data-driven decision on the petitions based on its own safety analysis of all
available information, including public comments.
GM continues to keep relevant Congressional committee staff and offices apprised of our Takata recall actions
and inflator testing.

Partners
PP has coordinated cross-functional engagement with the Safety, Legal and Communications departments to ensure
internal alignment on this issue.

2018 Outlook
PP will continue to meet with
House Energy and Commerce
Committee staff, Senate Commerce
Committee staff and other interested
Congressional offices in 2018.
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Comprehensive Tax Reform
Overview and Key Objectives
Congress is scheduled to pass the most significant tax legislation in over three decades in the
coming days. The “Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2018” lowers the corporate tax rate from 35% to 21%,
eliminates the corporate Alternative Minimum Tax (AMT), and modernizes the U.S. corporate tax
code to make it more competitive with the rest of the world.
The legislation turned out to be a net positive for GM. Ending the BAT concept saves GM billions of
dollars. Moving to a 21% Corporate rate and preservation of important carry forwards such as
Foreign Tax Credits (FTCs) and overall domestic loss (ODL) provisions in addition to maintaining the
R&D Tax Credit are positive to the bottom line.
Internal Partners
Tax Department –Margaret Curry, Aaron Feinberg, Derek Terenzi, Dan Houlf, Sarah Boss, Bill Rule

2018 Outlook:
Now that Congress has passed comprehensive tax reform, 2018 will be an important year for interpretation of the
new law and implementation of the transition to a territorial system. GM PP will work with internal clients in the tax
department to engage Executive Branch agencies through the regulatory process as the law is fully implemented.

TRADE

NAFTA Renegotiations
Overview and Key Objectives
As part of the ‘first 100 days’ of his new administration, President-Elect Trump promised to either
renegotiate or withdraw from NAFTA, the free trade agreement between the U.S., Canada, and
Mexico. As a result, the NAFTA agreement has been opened up to negotiations. GM’s view is that
NAFTA is critical to the U.S. economy, U.S. workers, U.S. Jobs, and that the U.S. government, in the
renegotiation, should aim to ‘do no harm’ to current rules.
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NAFTA has played a vital role in the domestic, regional and global success and competitiveness of GM and the entire
U.S. auto industry. Importantly, NAFTA provides American automakers with duty-free access to two of the largest
vehicle markets in the world – Canada and Mexico – where U.S. automakers continue to have large success. In fact, in
2016, GM sales accounted for approximately 13% and 19% percent in each market, respectively.
If the U.S. should choose to withdraw from NAFTA, the U.S. will revert to Most Favored Nation (MFN) tariff rates with
Mexico and duties of passenger cars would revert to 2.5% and trucks to 25%. The impact of this return to MFN tariff
rates would be devastating to the U.S. auto industry.
Through several rounds of negotiations, all sides have expressed frustration with the inability to make headways.
Related to auto, the U.S. government has proposed an increase in the Regional Value Content (RVC) from 62.5% to 85%
and the introduction of a 50% U.S. content requirement, which the Canadian and Mexican governments have deemed
as a ‘non-starter’ in negotiations. In the vein of ‘do no harm’, GM and the auto industry have urged no changes to the
RVC, which is already the most stringent of all free trade agreements.
Externally, GM continues to educate policy makers on GM’s priorities in NAFTA and to engage with stakeholders such
as our industry groups and government officials in all three countries. It is important for constant communication
with policy makers to protect and support GM’s global business interests. Internally, cross functional work streams are
addressing risks and opportunities in a renegotiated NAFTA

Partners on all trade issues:
Internal Partners

External Partners

GM Public Policy – Dan Turton, Cathy Clegg, Joe Guzzo,
Eleanor Reece, Kayleigh VandenBussche, David Paterson,
Julie Washburn, Gustavo Gastelum, Rogelio Arzate,
Kathryn Seckman, Scott Warrenfeltz

AAPC and the Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers

GM Customs – Aaron Feinberg, Julia Jaworski, John Fusco

Office of the U.S. Trade Representative (USTR)

GM Legal – Chad Thompson, Peter Cho

U.S. Department of Commerce

GM Economics – Mustafa Mohatarem

Department of the Treasury

National Association of Manufacturers (NAM)
Business Roundtable

GM Manufacturing – Nicole Gibson
GM North America Forecasting – Thomas Hitchman
GM Purchasing – Peter Layer

2018 Outlook
It will be challenging for the U.S. administration to land their ambitious goals especially as the
U.S. proposals are not being welcomed by either the Canadian or Mexican governments. Given
the current, yet fluid, time line, it has been suggested that negotiations will continue through the
first quarter of the year. However, any further delay could put the entire negotiation at risk due
to Mexican elections (July 1), U.S. Midterm elections (November 6), and TPA expiration. Delays
or further challenges could lead to the U.S. government submitting a notice for withdrawal to
leverage as a negotiating tactic.
As negotiations progress, the PP team will continue to provide input to our respective governments and strategize
with our internal stakeholders as to how to best respond to any proposals as a result of negotiations.
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Section II: U.S. State &
Local Government Affairs
Autonomous Vehicle (AV) Legislation
Background
In 2017, GM proactively advocated for legislative and regulatory opportunities at the local, state,
federal and international levels to enable the expansion and use of highly automated driving
systems.
During the state legislative sessions of 2017, 33 states considered legislation regarding AVs, and seven
states enacted broad AV-related legislation or executive action. Action is still pending in five states.
GM PP’s successes in 2017 are important for GM to continue to pave the way for testing and
deployment of AVs in markets that are important to GM. GM PP will continue to lead these efforts
in 2018.
Internal Partners
GM Product Team
GM Legal
GM TaaS
OnStar
Cruise Automation

Key outreach with third parties has included:
GM Employees, Retirees and Suppliers
Local and Regional Chambers of Commerce
Transportation Accessibility Groups

2018 Outlook

Enact state and local legislation/
regulation authorizing the testing
and deployment of autonomous
vehicles in support of GM’s
business plan.

Target states: District of Columbia,
Florida, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Wisconsin, Minnesota, Louisiana,
Oregon, Virginia, New Jersey,
Connecticut, Indiana, Pennsylvania,
Nebraska, Ohio and Alabama.
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Dealer Franchise Legislation in the U.S. States
Background
Each year, state dealer trade associations seek to enact or modify state auto dealer franchise laws
to dealers’ benefit with the intention of limiting manufacturers’ authority to implement certain
policies and practices for dealer sales and service agreements. Typical issues have the potential to
increase GM’s operating cost and add complexity to managing our dealer network.
GM PP, GM Dealer Relations, as well as other internal stakeholders and external organizations
are working together to minimize the impact of specific legislation on GM’s business, and we
aggressively engage in grassroots, lobbying and dealer outreach campaigns when necessary.
Common issues include: Recall compensation, Facility improvement programs, Customer data,
Export, Performance standards, Retail-for-Warranty and Direct Sales.
In 2017, successful franchise legislative outcomes were seen in 23 of 27 states, with one state still
pending (MA).

Key Accomplishment:
Aftermarket Parts Bill Defeated in Arkansas: Senate-passed legislation that proposed to repeal the current requirement
in state law that OEM replacement crash parts be used in repairs when a car is still under warranty, unless the owner
gives consent otherwise, was defeated in House committee on Friday 2/24. The bill, which would have given the
aftermarket parts industry an advantage in the collision parts market for vehicles under warranty, was defeated after
strong opposition by GM, the Auto Alliance and auto dealers in Arkansas.

Internal Partners:

Key outreach with third parties has included:

GM Dealer Relations

GM Dealers

Customer Care & Aftersales

Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers

Global Customer Experience

GM Suppliers

GM Legal

Global Automakers
UAW
Consumer Groups
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2018 Outlook/Priorities:

Defend against state dealer
association efforts to mandate dealer
reimbursement for “stop sale” recalls
in excess of resources provided
through GM’s Dealer Working Capital
Assistance Program for Used Vehicles

Manage warranty-related
legislation to mitigate increased
cost and complexity for our
business

Defend against state legislation
designed to undermine the
Cadillac Pinnacle Program

2017 State Dealer Franchise Legislation

Favorable
Ongoing
Unfavorable
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Section III: U.S. State & Local Government Affairs
Support GM Facilities and Operations
Background
In 2017, GM PP and the Tax and Economic Development Staff secured $28.9M in tax abatements,
tax credits and other incentives and direct savings for U.S. manufacturing projects and investments.
The team also negotiated the purchase and sale agreement for the disposition of the Janesville
Assembly Plant.
2017 Incentives:
• San Francisco, CA

Internal Partners:

• Brownstown, MI

GM Manufacturing

• Pontiac, MI

GM Global Propulsion Systems

• Arlington, TX

GM Tax Staff
GM Economic Development Staff

2018 Outlook
Secure Public Partnerships that Support our GM Facilities, Businesses, and Products: Investment and Consumer
Incentives; Infrastructure Support

Promote GM Products, Design and Development
Background
In 2017, numerous states introduced legislation that could
have had negative impacts on GM’s business, customers and
products. Legislation topics included:
Telematics – Bill affecting OnStar, vehicle telematics and access
to vehicle data is still pending
in California.
Aftermarket Parts – Aftermarket crash part legislation
mitigated in Arkansas. Issue still pending
in Michigan.
“Buy American” – Continuing to oppose legislation in Illinois
and New York restricting the sales of vehicles built outside of
the U.S.
Vehicle Emissions –– Emissions inspections in plants
(California); Zero Emission Vehicle Mandate; coordinate with
GM Regulatory Team on California regulations
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Section II: U.S. State & Local Government Affairs
Lemon Laws/Mag Moss – Lemon Law claims represent a significant expense to GM. Each year a
small number of states attempt to make minor revisions to sections of their existing state Lemon
Laws. In 2016 there was a surge in Lemon Law activity by states attempting to make serious
changes in their laws. 5 states attempted to broaden the interpretation and scope of their state
law by incorporating modified versions of the current Federal Magnuson Moss Warranty Act.
Additionally, one other state attempted to expand the consumer eligibility requirements under the
law. GM was successful in defeating all 6 of these initiatives for 2016.
Internal Partners
GM Regulatory Team
GM Dealers

Key outreach with third parties has included:
Environmental organizations
Electric Vehicle Advocates

2018 Outlook
Mitigate impacts of “Buy American” Legislation
Defend against mandates for providing telematics/vehicle
data access to third parties
Allow seat belt evidence admissibility in key states
Defeat aftermarket industry efforts that undermine
original equipment parts sales

Electric Vehicle Incentives & Infrastructure Development
Additionally, legislation to support consumer incentives and infrastructure development that encourages the adoption
of advanced technology vehicles was introduced in several states. A few highlights from 2017 are below:

Electric Vehicle Rebates
• New York - $70M program; Chevy Bolt eligible for top $2,000 rebate, Volt will receive $1,700
• Maryland – extended their EV rebate program; Chevy Bolt eligible for $3,000 rebate
• Texas – Light Duty Motor Vehicle Program; rebates for Natural Gas vehicles ($5,000) and EVs ($2,500)
• Louisiana – retained tax credit
• California – $140M in CVRP funding and HOV access secured

Infrastructure
Working with state officials on regulations and legislation to appropriate 15% of funds from the VW emission
settlement allocated to States to be used for EV infrastructure.
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CAMI Assembly Strike and Settlement Agreement
Overview and Key Objectives
Following a 4 week strike of all UNIFOR employees at CAMI Assembly in Ingersoll, Ontario, GM was
able to reach an agreement to end the strike and restart production. CAMI is home to the popular
Chevrolet Equinox. GM Canada's communications and government relations teams began
working on strategic efforts to support manufacturing and the bargaining team's efforts.

GM Canada PP began working on
strategic efforts to support
manufacturing and the
bargaining team's efforts.

2017 Milestones
UNIFOR announces intention to strike on September 17, 2017
The GM Canada team was permitted to engage via communications and government relations efforts
Agreement was reached between GM Canada and UNIFOR on October 13, 2017
Production resumed at CAMI Assembly

Internal Partners
Manufacturing, Communications, Legal

External Partners
UNIFOR

2018 Outlook
The full impact of the four week strike will continue to be evaluated in 2018.
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Section III: GM Canada Public Policy
Provincial and Federal ZEV Programs
Overview and Key Objectives
The Canadian Government recently established a ZEV Advisory Group comprised of policymakers,
OEMs, and environmental organizations to develop policy proposals to support increased use of
ZEVs. Initial options under consideration range from a national ZEV mandate to more voluntary
approaches based on consumer and infrastructure support.
The GM Canada team has been monitoring these actions all year, in addition to decisions amongst
the provincial governments that range in stringency across the country.
British Columbia- In British Columbia, the New Democratic Party (NDP) and Green Party coalition
has increased the risk of a ZEV mandate in the province.
Quebec -in Quebec, the 2016 ZEV mandate that is scheduled to take effect in 2018, is expected to
mirror California’s 2018-2025 requirements. GM has already achieved several credit flexibility
measures to the Quebec mandate, in order to ensure overall compliance, likely without penalty.
Ontario - In Ontario, the government and automotive industry have partnered together to
establish an Electric and Hydrogen Vehicle Advancement Partnership Program, which will work
with multiple stakeholders to increase public acceptance and use of EVs.
GM Canada PP, both directly and through our trade and dealer associations, continues to lobby for
policies that are market-facing, support increased consumer demand, and have appropriate
flexibilities.

2017 Milestones
The GM team successfully lobbied Quebec for several credit flexibility measures to its ZEV regulation
that will enable our full compliance, likely without penalty
Our lobbying also resulted in Canada deciding to focus on market facing measures rather than adopt
the California regulatory ZEV approach
In Ontario we also secured accelerated dealer payments for consumer ZEV purchase rebates

Internal Partners
Regulatory, Global Propulsion Systems, Legal, Product Development

External Partners
Trade Associations

2018 Outlook
The Pan Canada ZEV plan is scheduled to be announced in early 2018. GM Canada PP must continue
our vigilant lobbying efforts across Canada's provinces and in Ottawa to maintain current successes.
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Mexican Export Quotas to Argentina and Brazil
Overview and Key Objectives
Over the course of 2017, GM Mexico (PP) worked with Economy Ministry in Mexico and was
assigned with export quotas to Argentina and Brazil. In both cases, the ministry awarded GM the
highest quotas in the industry for the period of MY19’17 to MY18’18.
Throughout this process, Mexico PP worked very closely with the GM Customs team and the
Mexican Ministry of Economy.

Internal Partners
GM Customs, Regulatory

External Partners
Mexican Ministry of Economy

These quotas are aligned to
GM’s requirements: Brazil
$344M or 30% of the industry
and Argentina $170M or 28%
of the industry.
Inspection and Maintenance Program
Overview and Key Objectives
After initial efforts in 2016, GM Mexico PP worked with the Mexican government prior to the
finalization of their inspection and maintenance Norma Oficial Mexicana (NOM), or Official
Mexican Standard, which began at the beginning of 2017.
The final NOM that was obtained is expected to be in place for 5 years, with a 2 year exemption
for new vehicles.

Internal Partners
PP, Engineering, Legal, Regulatory
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Section V: Regulatory Affairs

Fuel Economy and Green House Gas
Overview and Key Objectives
In 2009, the Obama Administration announced that there would be one national program (ONP)
to regulate fuel economy and greenhouse gas (GHG). The goal of ONP was to reduce conflicting
federal and state regulations. NHTSA’s Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) program and the
vehicle greenhouse gas (GHG) programs overseen by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) and the California Air Resource Board (CARB) would be included in the one program approach.
Central to the agreement was the a thorough and data-driven midterm evaluation (MTE) process
that would allow all stakeholders to assess the feasibility of meeting the regulatory goals given
technological progress and fleet achievement midway through the regulatory period.
The Trump Administration has re-opened the MTE and is reviewing the technical record before
issuing its Final Determination on 2022-2025 standards.

2017 Milestones
January 2017 Obama Administration finalizes 2022-2025 GHG standards
March 2017 Trump Administration re-opens the MTE process and commits to reevaluate 2022-2025
standards
October 2017 Auto Alliance files comments to EPA and NHTSA about feasibility of the 2022-2025 standards

Internal Partners
ESG, Federal Affairs, Legal, Global Propulsion Systems, Product Development

External Partners/ External Engagement
Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers, Global Automakers, Environmental Defense Fund

2018 Outlook
PPC will continue deep engagement with EPA, NHTSA and CARB throughout MTE and rulemaking process
April 2018 EPA Final Determination and NHTSA Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM)
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Section V: Regulatory Affairs
Ride Sharing and Transportation as a Service
Overview and Key Objectives
2017 was a key year for Maven launches and services as well as the initial efforts to commercialize
and deploy autonomous vehicles. Furthermore, GM teams explored new paradigms of city
engagement to transform overall engagement activities. Public Policy supported key aspects of
the launches through government engagement, grants, development of policies and certification
approaches.
Maven Shared-Use Platform - Maven City launched in New York and Baltimore; Maven Gig
launched with Bolt EV in San Francisco, Los Angeles, and San Diego. Bolt EVs now >200 units,
accumulating >3.0 million miles and 30,000 DCFC events. GM Policy actively engaged in all aspects
of coordinating the EV rollout from compliance credit and enterprise valuation to coordinated
infrastructure plans. GM Policy also directly engaged with operations, such as leading Maven City’s
successfully bid to become a Verified Sharing Operator in San Francisco. Coordinated efforts have
proven to enable business models—establishing an external-facing public charging model with
EVgo, working with team to receive GMNA approval to execute up to $15 million for additional
EV Infrastructure to support a growing fleet, and ultimately supporting internal decision to grow
Maven Bolt EV fleet to 2,000 units by the end of 2018.
Autonomous Vehicle Commercialization – GM Policy leading effort to internally coordinate across
functional groups w/r/t agency engagement (CARB, EPA, NHTSA).

GM Policy, Maven, and Strategy
created the first active
engagement with cities related
to mobility and transportationrelated concerns and strategies.
City Engagement – GM Policy, Maven, and Strategy created the first active engagement with
cities related to mobility and transportation-related concerns and strategies. Strategic, high-level
discussions occurred with key influencers and cities, such as LADOT, and Boston’s Sustainability/
New Urban Mechanics Teams, and Detroit’s Mobility Innovation. These GM firsts characterized
current and future regulatory and commercialization challenges and opportunities—and while
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informing Maven/Cruise deployment considerations and future compliance strategies. Policy/
Maven/Strategy Team leveraged discussion to form an initial internal working group in Fall 2017 to
coordinate and inform future service and product opportunities for Zero-Zero-Zero goals.
2017 Milestones
Maven Gig /Bolt EV launches begin in February in Los Angeles, San Francisco, San Diego; successful program
coordination enables over 3 million miles, generating over 130 miles/day/vehicle.
Maven City launches in Baltimore (April) and New York (May)
GM Strategy / Policy MOU with City of Detroit on Mobility “Incubator” (Launches late 2017)
Successful DOE FOA 1639 Proposal for Maven Gig (Maven will leverage ~50% of $1.9 million)
Awaiting Awards: ConEd $25 Million Transportation Electrification RFI (New York), San Francisco Port EV
Infrastructure RFI, NYSERDA Shared,-Use EVs, SDG&E Green taxi CPUC Submission
November 2017 Submission for LA DOT’s Request for Qualification

Internal Partners
ESG, Local, State & Federal Affairs, Strategy, TaaS, Legal, Maven, GM IT (Artificial Intelligence), Research

External Partners
Cities: Los Angeles, Boston, Detroit, Seattle, Austin, San Francisco,
Key Utilities: PG&E, SDG&E, DTE, Eversource, National Grid, Pepco/Constellation,
New stakeholder relationship examples: NACTO, Smart Cities Lab and Vulcan

2018 Outlook
Maven growth plans include new cities such
as Austin, Portland and Seattle as well as new
products/services, such as fleet management
services, peer-to-peer, transit integration.
Execute current (DOE FOA) and potential future
partnership awards (e.g. ConEd).
Formalize cross-functional City Working Group
and establish team deliverables
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Zero Emission Vehicles
Overview and Key Objectives
Zero emission vehicle programs continued to be a central focus for 2017. Global expansion into
China through the new energy vehicle (NEV) program was a significant development in 2017. GM
Policy leads worked with associations and agencies to help adjust the NEV introduction timing. In
the U.S., California and the Northeast states pursued existing policies to further EV adoption.
GM Policy leads worked with the California Air Resources Board (CARB) and other stakeholders on
current requirements which run through 2025. CARB did not increase standards despite pressure
from NGOs and Tesla to do so. Additional work focused on pushing incentives over additional
regulations. EV rebates, tax credits, infrastructure expansion and organizations to promote EV
awareness were also put into play, including new programs in New York, Oregon, and Texas.

2017 Milestones
CARB confirms 2025 standards
Utilities in CA launching EV rebates
New York State Energy Research and Development Authority EV grant award for rebates
Maryland funded and expanded EV tax credit
EV Infrastructure projects approved for Georgia Power, AEP, ConEd, Duke ($35M)

Internal Partners
Federal and State Affairs, Legal, Finance, Propulsion
Center, Global Strategy, Engineering, Chevrolet Marketing,
Communications, Maven, Planning, Corporate Development

External Partners/ External Engagement
Auto Alliance, Global Alliance, EEI, EPRI, Utilities
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2018 Outlook
Continued focus on CA and NE States EV policies for incentives and program adjustment
Continue to work with NESCAUM and Veloz including participation in Consumer Awareness
Campaigns
Silent Utility Rover Universal Superstructure (SURUS) heavy duty options for ports and
commercial efforts in CA
Apply to CARB for additional credits for 2017 Bolt EVs and Volts placed in car- and ride-sharing
applications, the Transportation System ZEV Application for shared-use EV deployments.
Drive state support to allocate VW settlement funds for EV infrastructure
Drive PUC support for utility-led investment in EV infrastructure
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Section VI: Outreach
Grassroots (by the numbers)
Grew Grassroots advocate base from 16,897 to 21,474 in 2017 (up 25%)
12 Activations sent to 21,941 employees and retirees and 28 suppliers and resulted in 3,088 emails and 34 tweets sent
to legislators.
Interacted with over 1,100 GM Retirees; hosted 6 retiree events in Fort Worth, TX; Naples, FL; Phoenix, AZ; Indianapolis,
IN; Franklin, TN and Flint, MI.
120 Visits to GM Facilities in North America by Elected Officials and Staff
3 GM CAR newsletters
3 GM CAR Tele-town Halls
2 Team GM cares Projects
• Congressional Women’s Softball Game
• Horton’s Kids Back to School Drive
23 Hill Blasts, communications that inform congressional offices on GM’s good news, sent to 13,617 recipients (topics
included: product announcements, diversity initiatives, sustainability, investments and awards)
28 Facebook posts and 35 Tweets by elected officials regarding GM

2017 Milestones
Transitioned the GM CAR program from reactionary to a proactive resource for GM Employees & Retirees
across the country
First in-person outreach to GM Retirees in TX, AZ, IN & TN
First GM Advocate Survey launched
First GM CAR Tele-Town Hall
First activation of GM Financial employees
First activation with Twitter integration
Close collaboration with Manufacturing, Communications, Marketing, Legal, TaaS, GPSC, GM Financial, GM
Diversity & ERG Groups and IT
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Grassroots Test Case and Charts
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GM Facility Visits
January
GM Renaissance Center (MI) – William Charmley,
Director, EPA; Chris Grundler, Director, Office of
Transportation, EPA; Alberto Ayala, Deputy Executive
Officer, CA Air Resources Board; Mary Nichols, Chair,
CA Air Resources Board
GM Renaissance Center (MI) – Kevin Green, Chief,
Volpe Center, US Dept. of Transportation (DOT);
Shoshana Lew, CFO and Asst. Sec. for Budget, US DOT;
Blair Anderson, Under Sec. for Policy, US DOT; James
Tamm, Chief CAFE Program, NHTSA

February
GM Washington Office (DC) – Sen. Debbie Stabenow
(D-MI)
Orion Assembly (MI) – Sydney Paul, Legislative Counsel
to Sen. Gary C. Peters (D-MI)
Fort Wayne Assembly (IN) – Mayor Tom Henry, City of
Fort Wayne, IN
Parma Metal Center (OH) – Mayor Timothy DeGetter,
City of Parma, OH
Silao Complex (MX) – Joseph Palombo, Macroeconomy,
Finance & Automotive Sector, US Embassy
Arlington Assembly (TX) – Mayor Jeff Williams, City of
Arlington, TX
GM Washington Office – Rep. Debbie Dingell (D-MI-12)

March
GM Renaissance Center (MI) – Minister Navdeep
Bains, Ministry of Innovation, Science and Economic
Development, Government of Canada
Detroit-Hamtramck Assembly (MI) – Phil Rocha,
Business Development Office, State of Texas
GM Washington Office (DC) – Rep. Debbie Dingell
(D-MI-12)
Spring Hill Assembly (TN) – Commissioner Bob
Rolfe, Department of Economic and Community
Development, State of Tennessee
GM Renaissance Center (MI) – Ajit Pai, Chairman,
Federal Communications Commission
GM Washington Office (DC) – Rep. David Scott (D-GA-13)
GM Components – Kokomo (IN) – Mayor Greg
Goodnight, City of Kokomo, IN
Bedford Casting Operations (IN) – Ramina
Murshudova, Education Specialist, US Embassy Baku
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Arlington Assembly (TX) – Rep. Marc Veasey
(D-TX-33)

April
GM Washington Office (DC) – Rep. James Clyburn
(D-SC-06)
San Luis Potosi Transmission (MX) – Hugo Geyser
Gutierrez Torres, Mexican Custom Agency
GM Components – Kokomo (IN) – Commissioner Paul
Wyman, Howard County, IN
GM Canada Technical Centre – Markham (CA) –
Minister Marc Garneau, Minister of Transportation,
Government of Canada
Duramax (DMAX) Engine (OH) – Rep. Mike Turner
(R-OH-10)
Lansing Grand River Assembly (MI) – Michigan
Senate Economic Development Committee
Fort Wayne Assembly (IN) – Sen. Joe Donnelly (D-IN)
GM Financial – Arlington Operations Center III (TX) –
Rep. Marc Veasey (D-TX-33)
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GM Facility Visits
May
Customer Care & Aftersales – Lansing (MI) – Ed Reed,
Economic Development Office, Delta Township
Silao Complex (MX) – Sen. Tereso Medina Ramírez

June

Oshawa Assembly (CA) – Various Mayors and
Regional Counselors

Arlington Assembly (TX) – Brian Reynolds,
Director of Fleet Operations, Texas Department
of Public Safety

Fairfax Assembly (KS) – Rep. Emanuel Cleaver
(D-MO-05)

GM Washington Office – Rep. Ben Ray Lujan
(D-NM-03)

San Luis Potosi Assembly (MX) – Jaime Ernesto
Pineda Arteaga, State Coordinator, Federal Police
GM Global Technical Center (MI) – Kirk Steudle,
Director, Michigan Department of Transportation
GM Washington Office (DC) – Sen. Joe Donnelly
(D-IN)
Duramax (DMAX) Engine (OH) – Mayor Elaine Allison,
City of Moraine, OH
Spring Hill Assembly (TN) – Rep. Scott DesJarlais
(R-TN-4)
Parma Metal Center (OH) – Erm Gomes,
Environmental Protection Agency
San Luis Potosi Transmission (MX) – Gustavo Puente,
Secretary of Economic Development,
Government of Mexico

GM Washington Office – Rep. Josh Gottheimer
(D-NJ-05)
GM Washington Office – Sen. Sherrod Brown
(D-OH)
TREC Toluca Regional Engineer Center (MX) –
Brenda Lizet Ochoa, Project Leader, Centro Nacional
de Metrologia
Bedford Casting Operations (IN) – Mayor Shawna
Girgis, City of Bedford, IN
Milford Proving Grounds (MI) – Jack Danielson,
Acting Deputy Administrator, National Highway
Traffic and Safety Administration
GM Components – Rochester (NY) – Mayor Levely
Warren, City of Rochester, NY
Bowling Green Assembly (KY) – KY GOPAC

GM Washington Office (DC) – Sen. Dean Heller (R-NV)
GM Washington Office (DC) – Rep. Fred Upton
(R-MI-06)
Fort Wayne Assembly (IN) – Rep. Jim Banks (R-IN-03)
GM Components – Lockport (NY) – Mayor Anne E.
McCaffrey, City of Lockport, NY
GM Global Propulsion Systems Headquarter Lab
(MI ) – Cindy Hancy, Environmental
Protection Agency
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GM Facility Visits
July
GM Washington Office (DC) –
Rep. Frank Palone, Jr (D-NJ-06)
GM Washington Office (DC) –
Rep. Maxine Waters (D-CA-43)
GM Washington Office (DC) –
David Stewart, Majority Staff Director,
House Ways & Means Committee
GM Washington Office (DC) – Jonathan Burks,
Chief of Staff to House Speaker Paul Ryan
GM Washington Office (DC) –
Rep. Cedric Richmond (D-LA-02)
Flint Assembly (MI) – Rep. Dan Kildee (D-MI-06)
Brownstown Battery (MI) – Karen Swider Lyons,
Head Alternative Energy Section,
US Naval Research Laboratory

September
GM Washington Office (DC) – Senate Chiefs of Staff
Cadillac Corporate HQ (NY) –
Rep. Grace Meng (D-NY-06)
Flint Assembly (MI) – Rep. Dan Kildee (D-MI-05)

August
Bedford Casting Operations (IN) – Rep. Trey
Hollingsworth (R-IN-09)
San Luis Potosi Assembly (MX) – Jaime Ernesto Pineda
Arteaga, State Coordinator, Federal Police
Spring Hill Assembly (TN) – TN Department of
Environment and Conservation and EPA
Milford Proving Grounds (MI) – Rep. Bob Latta
(R-OH-05)
Lansing Grand River Assembly (MI) – Andrew Block,
Counsel & Legislative Assistant to Congressman Mike
Bishop (R-MI-08)
Oshawa Assembly (CA) – Dale Faulkner, Investigator,
Transport Canada
Global Propulsion Systems Pontiac Engineering
Center (MI) – Mayor Deirdre Waterman, City of
Pontiac, MI
Milford Proving Grounds (MI) – Office of Defects
Investigation, National Highway Traffic and Safety
Administration

St. Catherines Engine/Transmission (CA) –
Director Mohsen Keyvani, Ontario Ministry of the
Environment and Climate Change
GM Washington Office (DC) –
Rep. Mike Bishop (R-MI-08)
GM Washington Office (MI) – Sen. Gary Peters (D-MI)
GM Renaissance Center (MI) – Deputy Director
Nguyen Van Phuong, Vehicle Certification
Department, Government of South Korea
Marion Metal Center (IN) –
State Rep. David Ober (R-IN-82)
GM Global Technical Center (MI) – Brian Persse,
Management and Program Analyst, Office of
Inspector General, US Department of Transportation
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GM Facility Visits
October
GM Washington Office (DC) – Rep. Lou Correa
(D-CA-46)
GM Washington Office (DC) – Ben Harney,
Counsel, US House Financial Services
Subcommittee on Capital Markets

November
Canadian Technical Centre – Markham (CA) –
Alex Benay - Chief Information Officer, Government of
Canada

Orion Assembly (MI) –
Various members of the Navy
GM Financial Service Center (TX) –
Representative Joaquin Castro (D-TX-20)
Toluca Casting & Engine (MX) – Administrador de
la Aduana de Toluca, Ing. Ricardo Cerritos Jasso
Tonawanda Engine (NY) – Mayor Byron Brown,
City of Buffalo, NY
Toledo Transmission (OH) and Parma Metal Center
(OH) – Sen. Rob Portman (R-OH)
Flint Assembly (MI) – Sen. Michael Bennet (D-CO)
Lansing Grand River Assembly (MI) – Jianyou Li,
President China Quality Certification Center

December
GM Global Technical Center (MI) – Huang Hao,
Associate Researcher, Shanghai Fire Research
Institute, Ministry of Public Security

Bedford Casting (IN) – Mayor Shawna Girgis,
City of Bedford, IN
GM Global Technical Center (MI) – Nat Beuse,
Associate Administrator for Vehicle Safety
Research, National Highway Traffic and
Safety Administration
Silao Complex (MX) – Administrador de la Aduana
de Lazaro Cardenas
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For more information, please contact
GM North America Public Policy at
gmwashington@gm.com.
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